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Abstract13

This study puts forward an investigation into the hydrodynamic performance concerning14

a ducted high-solidity tidal turbine utilising blade-resolved computational fluid dynamics.15

The model achieves similarity values of over 0.96 with experimentation data regarding a16

three-bladed horizontal-axis tidal turbine in validation of three distinct parameters: power17

& torque coefficient, thrust coefficient, and wake velocity profiles. Accordingly, the model18

was employed for the analysis of a ducted, high-solidity turbine in axially-aligned flows19

at distinct free-stream velocities. The resultant hydrodynamic performance characteristics20

portrayed a peak power coefficient of 0.34, with a thrust coefficient of 1.00, at a nominal tip-21

speed ratio of 1.75. Coefficient trend agreement was attained between the numerical model22

and experimentation data established in literature and blade-element momentum theory;23

the model furthers the analysis by elaborating the temporal hydrodynamic features induced24

by the fluid-structure interaction in specification to the wake formation velocity profiles,25

pressure distribution along the blades and duct, volumetric flow rate, and vortex shedding26

effects to establish the characteristic flow physics of the tidal turbine.27
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RSM29

1. Introduction30

Efforts to increase the efficiency of energy-generating turbines have been in constant31

development following their implementation in the global market. At the forefront of the32
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pertinent research is the effort of increasing the mass flow through the turbine, along with the33

constrainment and alignment of the wake flow, to facilitate further turbine installations [1].34

As a result of the research and development attained, two conventional classifications of35

installations have been implemented around a turbine rotor: unidirectional ducts and bidi-36

rectional ducts. Both systems have been considered to enhance the performance of a turbine37

by increasing the flow velocity along the structure as a result of the induced physical phe-38

nomena. Albeit the potential improvements, the performance capabilities of a rotor within39

a bidirectional duct are inadequately understood.40

The physics governing the flow within a vacant duct, in contrast, are widely understood.41

In accordance to Bernoulli’s principle, the energy state of an ideal fluid is a relationship42

between its kinetic and potential energy, hence a function of its pressure, density, and ve-43

locity, through a spatial discrepancy [2]. In consideration of a bidirectional duct with a44

constricted section, hence a decrease in internal cross-sectional area, a Venturi effect phe-45

nomenon is induced through the system. Through this effect, in concordance to the principle46

of mass continuity, the axial velocity of an incompressible fluid increases along the constric-47

tion, along with a decrease in static pressure. In this confine, the application is numerically48

simplistic if a finite section of a duct system is considered, as the parameters are largely49

consistent. Nonetheless, an open-ended duct succumb to variable parameters of an external50

fluid domain, together with the implementation of a rotor, which, as a structure, will vary51

the pressure and velocity gradients through the duct, will induce high degrees of complex-52

ity. The potential increase in flow velocity through the turbine, however, as a result of the53

Venturi effect, is of particular interest. For this reason, the aim of this research is to analyse54

the hydrodynamic performance of a ducted high-solidity tidal turbine, particularly within55

the presence of duct-rotor influence.56

Albeit a handful of recent research ventures have tackled the fluid dynamics of the57

implementation of a duct feature in a turbine system, they have had numerical forms of58

methodological limitations, such as analytically capturing mass and momentum continuity59

through the duct [3], or discretising the blade structure into elements [4, 5], rather than60

portraying its true physicality. This research strives to overcome the related limitations by61

implementing a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis with blade-explicit actuality,62

coupled with general continuity at both the domain and turbine. This feature allows the as-63

pect of modelling flow three-dimensionality at the turbine, together with induced turbulence64

effects, in further effort of numerically replicating its true performance. Validated by means65

of a direct comparison to experimentation in numerically replicating the physics of rotating66

blades, the numerical outcomes of the main performance factors of the full-scale ducted tur-67

bine, in terms of power, torque, and thrust coefficients, were compared to literature [6] and68

blade-element momentum theory [4] to ascertain the applicability of the full-scale analysis,69

and justify further fluid dynamic analysis, namely the hydrodynamic effects along the duct,70

mass-flow rate through the duct, vortex shedding within the domain, static pressure along71

the rotor blades, and velocity profiles within the rotor wake. This written work is composed72

of six sections in discourse of: (i) an introduction to the concept of ducted turbines, with an73

overview of its state-of-the-art, (ii) the methodologies utilised for its numerical analysis, (iii)74

a characterisation of turbine theory and the modelling schemes utilised, (iv) a confirmation75
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of the numerical model validation, (v) a discussion of the results attained, together with (vi)76

a general conclusion of the analysis.77

1.1. Commercial Application78

A number of commercial endeavours have attempted to adopt ducted turbine technology79

in achieving economical prospects, yet a substantial quantity of the investments have ensued80

in insolvency and cessation [7]. Amongst the ventures, OpenHydro Ltd. had, disputably,81

attained quasi-sustainable implementation with an open-centre ducted design approach in82

which an aperture is employed at the centre of the turbine in replacement of a turbine nose83

cone hub [8, 9]. Due to this approach, the setup not only utilises the duct as a flow modifier,84

but also as a unit in which the power generating system may be housed.85

Tidal stream turbine (TST) technology has been in its primal, developmental phase for86

the past decade with substantial potential, yet has not taken off as rapidly as had been87

predicted. This outcome has been argued to be largely due to engineering challenges in de-88

signing for extreme operating conditions, in combination with political and environmental89

factors, which has limited the rate of industry maturity [1]. Amongst the earliest ground-90

breaking tidal projects, the MCT SeaGen, a 1.2 MW twin-rotor device, was installed within91

the Strangford Loch, Northern Ireland in 2008, and, subsequent to generating 10 GWh of92

electrical supply, decommissioned in 2016 [10]. Yet, with very few corresponding projects93

attaining a similar degree of impact in the renewable energy field, corporate interest has94

largely diminished within the tidal industry. Albeit the drawbacks observed, European,95

North American, and Asian nations and unions have persisted their investment in the de-96

ployment of full-scale tidal turbine arrays, with a wide range of the European investment97

being installed within territorial waters of France and the United Kingdom.98

A profusion of turbine designs have undergone hydrodynamic investigations for tidal ap-99

plications, yet two configurations have been largely integrated within the industry, both of100

which having attained throughput to commercialisation deployment scales. Characteristic to101

the aerodynamic equivalent, three-bladed horizontal axis tidal turbine (HATT) designs have102

been commissioned in large-scale installations. Having successfully installed four HATTs in103

its primal stages, Phase 1A, the MeyGen project is amongst the more notable commercial104

efforts in HATT energy generation. Future prospects include Phases 1B and 1C, poten-105

tially introducing an additional 6 MW (four turbines) and 73.5 MW (forty–nine turbines)106

respectively to the grid, together with Phases 2 and 3 currently within planning stages.107

In continuation, the ducted turbine configuration has enticed interest due to the potential108

increase in power extraction as a result of the enhancement of mass flow through the rotor,109

in addition to benefits as: alignment of axial velocity in yawed flows, providing housing110

for direct-drive rim generators, and elimination of subsidiary mechanical systems and com-111

ponents, such as gearboxes. DCNS/OpenHydro Ltd. had successfully installed a 2 MW112

turbine in the Bay of Fundy, Canada, portrayed in Figure 1a, together with a pair of 500113

kW rated capacity turbines, illustrated in Figure 1b, as a demonstration array in Paimpol-114

Bréhat, Northern France, in collaboration with EDF France. Yet, despite the milestones,115

the imminent economic instability of the development of ducted turbines may potentially116

falter the perception of this technology.117
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(a) 2 MW-rated turbine for the Cape Sharp project [11]

(b) 500 kW-rated turbine at the Paimpol Bréhal site in Northern France [12]

Figure 1: The OpenHydro PS2 Ducted Turbine

1.2. State of the Art118

Investigative analyses regarding the efficacy of ducted turbines have been mainly di-119

rected by numerical methodologies. Primarily instigated by wind turbine analyses, Phillips120

et al. [13, 14] developed a diffuser-type (or unidirectional) duct for the now-inactive Vortec121

Energy. Having undertaken both experimentation and CFD analyses for the turbine, good122

agreement was attained for velocity increases and pressure through the duct, yet power123

outcomes were found to be overestimated in modelling results, largely due to the implemen-124

tation of the an actuator disc model together with the incapacity of the Standard k − ε125

turbulence model in capturing certain separation effects. The effect of the disc loading was126

studied, which acknowledged that a large degree of intermittent flow separation occurred at127
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the trailing third of the outer duct region in both experimentation and modelling. At high128

disc loading, where the outlet flow acts at a high velocity, however, it was noted that the129

separated region on the diffuser had been reduced.130

Visser [15] analysed a ducted wind turbine design in test fields implementing a bound-131

ary layer control slot for pressure distribution within its diffuser section, whereas Hansen132

et al. [16] numerically established a CFD model of a diffuser by implementing an actuator133

disc in representation of a wind turbine. Werle and Presz [17] presented a theoretical basis,134

with numerical validation, of the potential improvements available from ducted flow con-135

figurations. Grassmann et al. [18, 19] analysed a diffuser consisting of two aerofoil sections136

utilising a similar segregated control slot by means of both experimentation and numerical137

simulation; Ohya et al. [20] tested a flanged diffuser to establish an optimal duct shape.138

Shifting to their implementation in tidal turbine applications, Munch et al. [21] mod-139

elled a three-dimensional CFD simulation of a ducted turbine by means of a moving mesh140

methodology with blade actuality, albeit in a unidirectional aerofoil-shaped diffuser setting.141

In an effort of optimising both rotor and duct geometry, a nominal rotor power coefficient of142

0.55 was attained for the four-bladed system. Gaden and Bibeau [22] investigated differing143

diffuser geometrical parameters by utilising an actuator disc representation region to extract144

axial momentum. Shives and Crawford [23] analysed a ducted CFD actuator disc model by145

varying the angle of attack of the unidirectional duct profile. In comparing two turbulence146

methodologies, RANS and LES, in low-wave conditions, Ahmed et al. [24] acknowledged147

the inaptness of resolving the wake turbulence by means of RANS turbulence modelling.148

Holst et al. [25] conducted a numerical study to analyse the wave-induced loads on tidal tur-149

bine blades at distinct angles of attack. This was then compared to BEM analyses, which150

depicted similar parameter outcomes.151

In correspondence to the natural properties of tides, tidal turbine ducts have been indus-152

trially considered within a bidirectional setup. Setoguchi et al. [26] conducted an experimen-153

tational study utilising vacant ducts to investigate the most efficient shape for a two-way154

diffuser in a fluid-flow energy conversion system. Fleming and Willden [27] investigated the155

difference in velocity through the throat of a bidirectional duct in accordance to distinctive156

duct profiles, where the implemented turbine was represented as an actuator disc utilising157

CFD. In continuation, Allsop et al. [3, 4] developed a numerical blade-element momentum158

theory (BEMT) model to analyse flow through a duct in interaction with a high-solidity159

embedded rotor. Discretising the blade structure into elements, rather than portraying its160

entirety, the methodology analyses the turbine hydrodynamic performance by coupling the161

performance of the individual element sections, where the forces acting on the elements are162

then analysed utilising actuator disc/momentum theory coupled with the Bernoulli princi-163

ple, to replicate the Venturi effect, with empirical corrections for duct interaction. Belloni164

et al. [5, 28, 29] investigated the effects of different bidirectional duct setups utilising a165

coupled BEM-CFD method to improve the capturing of mass and momentum continuity166

through the duct, avoiding the analytical limitations of the Bernoulli principle, together167

with representing turbulence effects.168

The numerical analysis elaborated in this present study is a continuation of Borg et169

al. [30], which develops a real-scale CFD model to assess the hydrodynamic performance170
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of a high-solidity open-centre tidal turbine within a bidirectional duct. This investigation171

evaluates the hydrodynamic effects of the duct on the turbine, where the individual turbine172

blades, rather than an area-averaged disc, are established, hence inferring the outcomes in173

quasi-real-ocean conditions. The hydrofoil geometry was provided by EDF R&D to replicate174

the outcomes of a turbine similar to the design of the OpenHydro PS2 device. In addition,175

the 7-equation Wilcox Reynolds Stress ’Stress-Omega’ Model (Stress-ω) turbulence model176

was coupled to close the Navier-Stokes equation and analyse the anisotropic flow domain [31].177

2. Numerical Methodology178

In description of the procedure with which the hydrodynamic analysis was tackled, the179

turbine setup and flow parameters of the analysis are elaborated within the framework of180

the computational fluid dynamic solver numerical setup.181

2.1. Turbine Setup182

In an effort to attain a validated CFD model for tidal turbine applications, simulations183

were established to numerically replicate experimentation undertaken by Mycek et al. [32].184

Identical blade, nacelle, and mast geometry were utilised within the model domain, illus-185

trated in Figure 2, onto which a tetrahedral mesh was imprinted. The general dimensions186

of the turbine include a diameter D of 0.7 m, a nacelle length of 2.5 m, and a mast length187

of 1 m; supplementary descriptions may be attained within the literature. A distinction is188

present, however, between the physical aspects of the experimentation and the numerical189

model. In the prior, the nacelle mast protrudes through the free-surface to connect to the190

above support, whereas, in the latter, only the submerged length of the mast is considered,191

with a hemisphere at the tip to avoid tip-induced vortices. Hence, a physical assumption192

is present within which the drag forces on the mast are solely considered to be due to the193

current, rather than any additional wave & wind factors. Albeit, due to the fact that waves194

were not induced in the experimentation, and that the setup was in a closed environment,195

the assumption that free-surface and topside effects were insignificant when considering the196

induced physics of the turbine was held. The parameters of the turbine and fluid flow were197

also instated from the literature, with a constant free-stream velocity of 0.8 m/s, a tip-198

speed ratio (TSR) range of 1.00 - 8.26, an inlet turbulent length scale of 1 m, and an inlet199

turbulence intensity of 3%.200

In continuation, upon validation, the model settings were implemented for the analysis201

of a ducted eight-bladed tidal turbine, similar to the design of the OpenHydro PS2 device.202

The general dimensions of the turbine were provided by EDF R&D, which describe a rotor203

diameter of 12 m, a duct diameter of 15 m, and a duct length of 10 m, as illustrated204

in Figure 3; supplementary descriptions are available in Table 1. The hydrofoil sections205

comprising the blades consisted of a flat-plate design with rounded edges. The geometry206

is quasi-identical to Allsop et al. [3], being slightly adapted to attain a more homogeneous207

blade surface, as described in Table 2. The turbine geometry was implemented within208

the model domain, onto which a tetrahedral mesh was imprinted. In resemblance to the209

validation procedure, the physical model, was designed to consist of identical domain layout210
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and boundary conditions as the three-bladed HATT numerical model. The parameters of211

the turbine and fluid flow were instated from real-world data, recommended by EDF R&D,212

as reported in Neill et al. [33] and Bahaj and Myers [34], with maximum acquired spring213

tide velocities of 4.0 m/s, and surface velocities of 5.0 m/s, respectively. For this reason,214

the free-stream velocity range initiated varied between 1 m/s - 7 m/s, in iterations of 1.5215

m/s, with an inlet turbulence intensity of 3% and an inlet turbulent length scale of 1 m, to216

acquire a definitive performance spectrum of the turbine. Within this free-stream velocity217

variation, a turbine TSR range of 1.00 - 2.50 was considered as the nominal region, both218

due to high-solidity predictions specified by Betz [6], and analysis by Allsop et al. [4].219

2.2. Numerical Setup220

Inferred as fully submerged systems within a constant fluid flow, the models were founded221

under the premise that no far-stream effects are in interaction with the turbines, hence unaf-222

fected by the implications of the free-stream and the seabed; this was purposely implemented223

to acknowledge the performance of the turbines under ideal, consistent temporal conditions.224

Implementing the use of the commercial solver ANSYS Fluent 16.1, the CFD physical225

models were designed to consist of a cuboidal external domain layout, imposed with relevant226

boundary conditions. The CFD solver was utilised in computing time-averaged represen-227

tations of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations, which govern the three-dimensional,228

Figure 2: Rendered three-dimensional CAD representation of the horizontal-axis tidal turbine [32] utilised
for the validation of the CFD model
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(a) Rendered three-dimensional CAD representation
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Figure 3: Geometrical model of the ducted high-solidity tidal turbine utilised for the CFD analyses

unsteady, incompressible fluid flow, along with a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)229

turbulence model utilised in mathematical closure to represent flow property fluctuation.230

For both turbine models, the domain surrounding the turbine rotor was segregated from the231

global domain in an effort to induce a moving-mesh model with rotation at the turbine rotor232

relative to a stationary outer domain, with interfaces between the two domains. No-slip wall233

conditions were instigated on the rotor, mast and nacelle, and duct structures, whereas slip234
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Description Validation Turbine [32] Ducted Turbine
Blade Profile NACA 63418 Round-Edged Flat Plate

Rotor Radius (Rrtr) 0.35 m 6.00 m
Hub Radius (Rhub) 0.046 m 1.75 m
Duct Radius (Rdct) N/A 7.50 m
Hub Length (Lhub) 0.72 m N/A
Duct Length (Ldct) N/A 10.00 m

Linear Velocity (U∞) 0.8 m/s 1 - 7 m/s
Tip-Speed Ratio (TSR) 1.00 - 8.26 1.00 - 2.50

Rotor Solidity (Srtr) 0.132 0.614
Rotational Orientation counter-clockwise clockwise

Reynolds Number (Re∞) 0.279 · 106 [5.97 - 41.80] · 106

Reynolds Number (ReL) 0.573 · 106 [9.95 - 69.67] · 106

Reynolds Number (Rech) [0.049 - 0.245] · 106 [3.15 - 37.49] · 106

Table 1: Summary of Turbine Model Descriptions

conditions were instigated on the boundaries of the domain.235

In a similar layout employed by Mason-Jones et al. [14], the dimensions of the computa-236

tional domain were contrived to attain a numerical blockage ratio (αbl) of less than 2% to the237

turbine to ascertain the absence of far-field effects, replicating real-ocean conditions. This238

corresponded to a cross-sectional domain dimension of 7D along the edges of the quadratic239

face, with the rotor cylindrical domain positioned in the centre of the vertical plane. In con-240

sideration of the wake analysis, a domain length of 9D was instituted, where the inlet and241

outlet planes were situated at a distance 3D upstream and 6D downstream of the turbine,242

respectively, as illustrated in Figure 4a. The time-step considered was designated in relation243

to the tip-speed ratio of the rotor, where each transient iteration is temporally equivalent244

to one-half of a degree of a turbine revolution, therefore attained by:245

∆tstep =
1

2
× 2π

360× Ωsys

(1)

where ∆tstep is the time-step and Ωsys is the rotational velocity of the system. Having246

undertaken a time-step independence analysis, this was found to suffice both in sustaining247

stability in the model, and in achieving a sufficient Courant number at regions of interest248

throughout the domain.249

Turbulence was modelled by means of the Reynolds-Stress Model (RSM) ’Stress-Omega’250

turbulence model. This model was opted for three distinctive reasons: i) as a variable, the251

specific dissipation rate (ω) is superior to the dissipation rate (ε) in establishing the turbulent252

length scale as a result of its capacity in modelling all degrees of production, redistribution,253

and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy within the flow, ii) mathematically, ω does not254

require the implementation of near-wall treatment equations to model the boundary layer255

at non-slip surfaces, as the function is able to be integrated to the wall, displaying greater256
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rrtr/Rrtr crtr/Rrtr Pitch (◦) trtr/crtr (%)

0.2917 0.0500 32.00 6.67
0.3067 0.1208 31.66 4.14
0.3350 0.1908 30.98 5.24
0.3633 0.2383 30.30 6.29
0.3917 0.2750 29.62 6.67
0.4200 0.3025 28.94 7.16
0.4483 0.3233 28.26 7.22
0.4767 0.3383 27.58 6.90
0.5050 0.3500 26.90 7.14
0.5333 0.3583 26.22 6.98
0.5617 0.3667 25.54 6.82
0.5900 0.3750 24.86 7.11
0.6183 0.3833 24.18 6.96
0.6467 0.3917 23.50 6.81
0.6750 0.4000 22.82 7.08
0.7033 0.4083 22.14 6.94
0.7317 0.4167 21.46 7.20
0.7600 0.4250 20.78 7.06
0.7883 0.4333 20.10 6.92
0.8167 0.4417 19.42 7.17
0.8450 0.4500 18.74 7.04
0.8733 0.4583 18.06 6.91
0.9017 0.4667 17.38 7.14
0.9300 0.4750 16.70 7.02
0.9583 0.4833 16.02 6.90
0.9867 0.4917 15.34 7.12
1.0000 0.5000 15.00 7.00

Table 2: Detailed ducted turbine blade profile descriptions

accuracy within the log-linear range of the law-of-the-wall y-plus (y+) spectrum, and iii) as257

a result of its non-implementation of the Boussinesq approximation, the model analyses all258

Reynolds stresses in three-dimensional space, prompting superiority in analysing anisotropic259

flows, such as flows over curved surfaces, flows in rotating fluids, and flows in ducts with260

secondary (rotational) motion [31]. Albeit the advantages of the Stress-ω turbulence model,261

specifically in wall-bounded flows, a significant drawback it presents is the potential over-262

sensitivity in shear flow at high Reynolds numbers, similar to the Standard k-ω turbulence263

model, hence potentially portraying unphysically higher outcomes under exaggerated physics264

within the fluid-structure interaction phenomena.265

In accompaniment to the Stress-ω model, the SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling scheme266

setting, the Green-Gauss Node Based gradient, Pressure Staggering Option pressure, Sec-267
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ond Order Upwind momentum, Second Order Upwind specific dissipation rate, and Second268

Order Upwind Reynolds stresses spatial discretisation settings, and the Bounded Second269

Order Implicit transient formulation setting were utilised as the solution methodologies. It270

should be stated that the dissipation rate was altered to Second Order from First Order set-271

tings once the resultant parameter outputs were steady in time, as initially running with the272

more accurate setting would result in the simulation to fail within the first few time-steps.273

Furthermore, the pressure setting was also altered from Second Order to Pressure Stag-274

gering Option once the resultant parameter outputs were steady in time; the prior setting275

greatly underestimates the parameters. In addition, for the successful use of the Stress-ω276

turbulence model with these settings, a quality mesh is required. Through empirical means,277

it was acknowledged that a mesh with skewness higher than 0.79 resulted in the failure278

of the simulation, highlighting the limited robustness of the turbulence model; other mesh279

qualimetrics had no such an effect.280

A mesh independence procedure was primarily carried out on the three-bladed HATT by281

considering the parameter with the highest degree of dynamics; the highest TSR condition.282

Subsequent to the procedure, the final average surface mesh count utilised was marginally283

above 87,000 cell faces per blade, with dense volumetric cells around the turbine and within284

the wake, to achieve a total mesh count of 13.5 million for the three-bladed HATT, over 8285

million of which within the turbine rotating region. An identical procedure was undertaken286

for the ducted turbine, attaining an average surface mesh of slightly above 94,000 cell faces287

per blade, illustrated in Figure 4b, with more than 18.5 million volumetric cells within the288

entire domain, over 10 million of which within the turbine rotating region. The mesh was289

implemented with a prism layer at non-slip surfaces with an appropriate cell height to achieve290

a y-plus value of 60 ⩽ y+ ⩽ 500 across the blades and duct. This range was considered due291

to the high Reynolds number (> 106) of the system, hence modelling the viscous sublayer292

was abdicated to reduce computation time.293

The CFD computations were performed using the ARCHIE-WeSt cluster facility at the294

University of Strathclyde by running two Intel Xeon Gold 6138 2.00 GHz computational295

nodes, with 40 cores and 192 GB of RAM per node per simulation. A ducted turbine296

simulation was completed within roughly 75 wall-clock hours, equivalent to 3,000 core-hours,297

hence resulting in an average of 5 wall-clock hours per turbine rotation.298

3. Numerical Model Characterisation299

The characterisation of the numerical model, where the formulae utilised in relation to300

the physical aspects of the tidal turbine, and in analysis of the fluid continuum, are specified.301

3.1. Physical Modelling302

In consideration of the analysis of a physical turbine, notable definitions concerning303

the resultant performance outcomes, in terms of the boundary conditions employed, are304

identified. Utilised to attain quasi-real-ocean conditions, the blockage ratio (αbl) is defined305

as a correlation between the device reference area (Advc) and the domain sectional area306
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(Admn):307

αbl =
Advc

Admn

=
πR2

dvc

L2
dmn

(2)

where Rdvc is the device radius, and Ldmn is the length of the quadratic cross-sectional area308

of the computational domain.309

The tip-speed ratio (TSR) is established as an equivalence between the linear blade-tip310

velocity and the free-stream velocity:311

TSR =
|Ωsys|Rrtr

U∞
=

|Ωx|Rrtr

U∞
(3)

where Ωsys is the system rotational speed, hence Ωx being the axial angular velocity, and312

Rrtr is the rotor radius. A distinction must be made between the device radius and the rotor313

radius when modelling ducted turbines. In the case of a ducted turbine, Rdvc ̸= Rrtr, but314

Rdvc = Rdct, contrary to a non-ducted turbine, where Rdvc = Rrtr.315

The rotor solidity (Srtr) of a turbine is applied to establish a ratio between the projected316

area of the static rotor in the axial direction (Abld−z) and the total area of the rotor rotation317

(Artr):318

Srtr =
Abld−z

Artr

=
Abld−z

πR2
rtr

(4)

The radius-based Reynolds number (Re∞) is utilised to acquire a dimensionless repre-319

sentation of the fluid-structure interaction by considering the fluid inertial and viscous forces320

as a bluff body:321

Re∞ =
ρU∞Rdvc

µ
(5)

where ρ is the fluid density, U∞ is the free-stream velocity, and µ is the fluid dynamic322

viscosity.323

The length-based Reynolds number (ReL) is utilised to acquire a dimensionless represen-324

tation of the fluid-structure interaction by considering the fluid inertial and viscous forces325

along the length of the structure:326

ReL =
ρU∞Ldvc

µ
(6)

where Ldvc is the device length, and hence is equal either to the hub length (Lhub) for the327

HATT, or the duct length (Ldct) for the ducted turbine.328

In continuation, the chord-based Reynolds number (Rech) is utilised to acquire a dimen-329

sionless representation of the fluid-structure interaction in terms of the resultant velocity at330

75% of the radius of the rotating device blades:331

Rech =
ρc75%

√
(U∞)2 + (ΩxR75%)2

µ
(7)

where c75% is the chord length at 75% of the blade radius (R75%).332
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To determine the turbine capacity in converting the fluid free-stream energy into ro-333

tational energy, the power coefficient (CP ) is established. This considers the mechanical334

rotational power attained by the device (Pdvc) as a ratio of the maximum rotational power335

potentially acquired in the device area (P∞):336

CP =
Pdvc

P∞
=

MxΩx

1
2
ρAdvcU3

∞
=

MxΩx

1
2
ρπR2

dvcU
3
∞

(8)

where Mx is the axial moment, also referred to as the rotor torque.337

In relation to the power generated, the torque coefficient (CQ) evaluates the mechanical338

torque attained by the device (Qdvc) as a ratio of the maximum torque potentially acquired339

in the device area (Q∞):340

CQ =
Qdvc

Q∞
=

Mx

1
2
ρAdvcRrtrU2

∞
=

Mx

1
2
ρπR2

dvcRrtrU2
∞

(9)

In relation to the power generated, the mass flow-rate coefficient (Cṁ) evaluates the mass341

flow-rate through the rotor (ṁrtr) as a ratio of the maximum mass flow-rate which may be342

potentially attained within the duct:343

Cṁ =
ṁrtr

ρArtrU∞
=

ṁrtr

ρπR2
rtrU∞

(10)

In continuation, the resultant thrust on the device induced in a direction parallel to344

the turbine axis contributes to the fluid-structure phenomenon. The thrust coefficient (CT )345

quantifies this as a function of the device thrust (Tdvc) and the maximum thrust potentially346

induced upon the device area (T∞):347

CT =
Tdvc

T∞
=

Fx

1
2
ρAdvcU2

∞
=

Fx

1
2
ρπR2

dvcU
2
∞

(11)

where Fx is the stream-wise axial force on the device.348

In analysing the transient sinusoidal fluctuations in the performance outcomes, Strouhal’s349

law was utilised in evaluating its relationship with the Reynolds number of the domain:350

St =
fvLSt

U∞
(12)

where St is the Strouhal number, fv is the vortex-shedding frequency, and LSt is the Strouhal351

characteristic length.352

3.2. CFD Modelling353

Various degrees of flow complexities are induced as a result of the high Reynolds number354

ranges that large-scale tidal turbines physically approach. These ranges of turbulence are355

wholly elaborated by random fluctuations of the flow properties. Mean derivatives of the356

continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are utilised to model these flow properties, expressed357

as a vectorial summation of their mean and fluctuating terms, which, in turn, are equated358

by turbulence models to achieve mathematical closure.359
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3.2.1. Conservation Modelling360

Within three-dimensional Cartesian space, the conservation of mass is represented, in361

indicial notation, as:362

∂ρ̄

∂t
+

∂

∂xi

(ρ̄ũi) +
∂

∂xj

(ρ̄ũj) +
∂

∂xk

(ρ̄ũk) = 0 (13)

where ρ̄ is the Reynolds-averaged density, xi is the Cartesian coordinate, t is the elapsed363

time, and ũi is the mass-averaged velocity [35, 36].364

Assuming the fluid is incompressible, single-phase, and isotropic, due to the physicality of365

the hydrodynamic domain, within a Reynolds-averaged, tensor notation, the mass continuity366

equation takes the form of:367

∂Ui

∂xi

= 0 (14)

where Ui is the Reynolds-averaged velocity.368

In continuation, the conservation of momentum within three-dimensional, tensor nota-369

tion is represented as:370

∂(ρ̄ũi)

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(ρ̄ũiũj − σ̄ij) = 0 (15)

where σ̄ij is the total stress tensor. The above equation, in Reynolds-averaged format, then371

becomes:372

ρ
∂Ui

∂t
+ ρ

∂

∂xj

(UiUj + u′
ju

′
i)−

∂

∂xj

(σij) = 0 (16)

where Ui is the Reynolds-averaged velocity, u′
i is the fluctuating velocity component, and373

σij is the Reynolds-averaged total stress tensor, which, for incompressible flows, under the374

absence of volume dilation (or elastic stress), is specified as the tensor summation of the375

static pressure and viscous stress tensor:376

σij = −δijPs + µ(
∂Ui

∂xj

+
∂Uj

∂xi

) (17)

where δij is the Kronecker delta (or unit tensor), Ps is the static pressure, and µ is the377

dynamic viscosity. The momentum equation, therefore, may be presented as:378

ρ
∂Ui

∂t
+ ρUj

∂Ui

∂xj

= −∂Ps

∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

(µ(
∂Ui

∂xj

+
∂Uj

∂xi

)− ρu′
ju

′
i) (18)

where −ρu′
ju

′
i = ρτij, and is known as the Reynolds-stress tensor, with τij = −u′

ju
′
i being379

the specific Reynolds-stress tensor.380
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3.2.2. Turbulence Modelling381

In introducing mathematical capacities to model the specific Reynolds-stress tensor,382

and hence, model turbulence within the computational domain, measures are implemented383

to regard parametric effects of flow history transience, together with the development of384

convection, production, and body-force terms, in response to physical disparities in strain385

rate, and the resultant diffusion, redistribution, and dissipation [31].386

In an effort to introduce the aspects of turbulence, the Wilcox Stress-ω turbulence model387

was utilised in this CFD model, in which the specific Reynolds-stress tensor (τij), in tensor388

notation, is established by:389

ρ
∂τij
∂t

+ ρUk
∂τij
∂xk

=
∂

∂xk

[(µ+
µT

σk

)
∂τij
∂xk

]− ρPij − ρΠij +

2

3
β∗ρωkδij − 2ρωk(τjmϵikm + τimϵjkm)

(19)

where ρ is the Reynolds-averaged density, Pij is the Reynolds stress production tensor, t390

is the elapsed time, xi is the Cartesian coordinate, k is the kinetic energy of turbulent391

fluctuations per unit mass (or turbulence kinetic energy), ω is the specific dissipation rate,392

Πij is the pressure-strain correlation tensor, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and µT is the eddy393

viscosity, ωk is the rotation vector, and ϵijk is the Levi-Civita pseudotensor; β∗ and σk are394

closure coefficients.395

The specific dissipation rate (ω) is defined by:396

ρ
∂ω

∂t
+ ρUj

∂ω

∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

[(µ+
µT

σk

)
∂ω

∂xj

] + α
ρω

k
τij

∂Ui

∂xj

− βofβρω
2 (20)

where fβ is utilised to implement the mean rotation tensor (Ωij); α and βo are closure397

coefficients.398

The pressure-strain correlation tensor (Πij) is defined by:399

Πij = β∗C1ω(τij +
2

3
kδij)− α̂(Pij −

1

3
Pkkδij)− β̂(Dij −

1

3
Pkkδij)− γ̂k(Sij −

1

3
Skkδij) (21)

where Sij is the mean strain-rate tensor and Dij is the rotation production tensor; C1, α̂, β̂,400

and γ̂ are closure coefficients.401

Specificities with regards to tensor definitions, and closure coefficients and derivatives402

may be further established in the referenced literature [31, 35].403

4. Performance Validation of a Horizontal-Axis Tidal Turbine404

In validation of the CFD model, the numerical outcomes of a three-bladed HATT within405

a TSR range of 1.00 - 8.26 in open-water conditions, in relevance to the power coefficient,406

torque coefficient, thrust coefficient, and wake velocity profiles from near- to far-wake, were407

ascertained in comparison to Mycek et al. [32] utilising the coefficient of determination (R2)408

statistical methodology.409
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Figure 5: Comparative evaluation of the current horizontal-axis tidal turbine CFD model with experimen-
tation [32], and high-speed windmills [6]
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Figure 6: Comparative evaluation of the current horizontal-axis tidal turbine CFD model with experimen-
tation [32] for thrust coefficient (CT ) in relation to TSR

4.1. Power Coefficient410

Primarily, the power coefficient (CP ) curve established by numerical means, illustrated in411

Figure 5a, attained an R2 of 0.955 as a degree of similarity with experimentation pertaining412

to the data points within the entire curve, and a 0.965 degree of similarity within the nominal413

TSR range (TSR 3.08 - 5.66). As the limits of the error bars in the graphs represent one414

standard deviation (σ), all CFD data points analysed fell within 2σCP
of the experimentation415

points, hence within the 95th-percentile confidence range, except for low TSR values of416

1.00 and 2.05. Furthermore, the torque coefficient (CQ) curve established by numerical417

means, illustrated in Figure 5b, attained an R2 of 0.889 as a degree of similarity with418

experimentation pertaining to the data points within the entire curve, and a 0.965 degree of419

similarity within the nominal TSR range (TSR 3.08 - 5.66). All CFD data points analysed420

fell within 2σCQ
of the experimentation points, hence within the 95th-percentile confidence421

range, except for low TSR values of 1.00 and 2.05. Specifying the affiliated physics between422

the validation systems and large-scale systems, the numerical and experimentation data sets423

are compared to high-speed windmills presented in the Betz [6] technical memorandum,424

indicating good comparison specifically within the trends of the performance curves.425

4.2. Thrust Coefficient426

In continuation, the thrust coefficient (CT ) curve established by numerical means, in427

consideration of the rotor, nacelle, and mast, illustrated in Figure 6, attained an R2 of428
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Figure 7: Comparative evaluation of the current horizontal-axis tidal turbine CFD model with experimen-
tation [32] for the wake velocity profiles at distinct downstream displacements (x∗

Drtr
) at TSR 3.67

0.946 as a degree of similarity with experimentation pertaining to the data points within429

the entire curve, and a 0.841 degree of similarity within the nominal TSR range (TSR 3.08430

- 5.66). All CFD data points analysed fell within 2σCT
of the experimentation points, hence431

within the 95th-percentile confidence range, except for the low TSR value of 1.00. The432

comparatively substantial discrepancy between the numerical and experimentation thrust433

coefficient may have come about due to the inaccuracy of the mast geometry implemented434

within the model. No data regarding the position and dimensions of the mast were noted435

in the literature, and hence, creating the complete geometry was executed with calculated436

estimations; in addition, fairings were utilised during the experimentation, whereas a bare437

mast was created in the numerical model, hence skewing the resultant data comparison.438

4.3. Wake Velocity Profiles439

Further to the performance evaluation, the wake velocity profiles established by numerical440

means, illustrated in Figure 7, attained an R2 of 0.982 and 0.863 as a degree of similarity with441

experimentation pertaining to the data points within the entire curve, at near-wake and far-442

wake respectively. All the CFD data points analysed fell within 2σCT
of the experimentation443

points, hence within the 95th-percentile confidence range. The comparatively substantial444

discrepancy between the numerical and experimentation at the far-wake may be a result of445

the underestimation of the dissipation rate within the fluid, due to the implementation of446

the turbulence model, hence overestimating the resultant kinetic energy within the wake.447
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5. Performance of the Ducted High-Solidity Tidal Turbine448

As a high degree of similarity between the dynamic rotor properties was attained through449

the validation process, it was ascertained that the modelling approach and turbulence model450

implemented were of appropriate physical representation for a rotating bladed system; in451

recognition, the numerical schemes were adopted for the analysis of the ducted tidal tur-452

bine. By this means, in relation to studies that have endeavoured in modelling ducted453

tidal turbines [4, 5, 28], this present study produces a more coherent representation of the454

configuration, both due to the accurate geometrical representation, and in the numerical455

modelling of general conservation and turbulence, hence better analysing the hydrodynamic456

occurrence of the fluid-structure interaction.457

5.1. Power Coefficient458

Upon implementation of the validated modelling techniques for the ducted turbine model,459

unique physical performance outcomes were displayed in representation of its high-solidity460

characteristics. Notably, the power coefficient TSR curve is relatively short spanning, with a461

TSR range of 1.00 - 2.50 to achieve a CP decrease of 0.05 from the nominal TSR. Within this462

region, a maximum power coefficient range between 0.335 and 0.346, at free-stream velocities463

of 1 m/s and 7 m/s respectively, was achieved, as illustrated in Figure 8. Throughout464

the free-stream velocity variation, the power coefficient decrease is largely consistent post-465

nominal TSR. The nominal TSR point, however, differs at distinctive velocities. At low466

free-stream velocities (U∞ = 1 m/s), the nominal TSR lies at 1.50, whereas at higher467

velocities (U∞ = 2.5− 7 m/s), the nominal TSR was found to shift to 1.75. This variation468

in nominal TSR was found to be in consequence of the angle-of-attack (αAoA) attained by469

the differing hydrofoils composing the blade.470

As part of the work detailed in the thesis, Allsop [3] investigated the effect of the variation471

of chord-based Reynolds number on the hydrodynamic performance coefficients of the flat-472

plate hydrofoil sections comprising the high-solidity blade utilising CFD. By considering473

a Reynolds number range of 1 · 106 to 1 · 107, a transition in the hydrofoil stall angle was474

depicted, increasing from an angle of 11o to that of 14o, respectively. As the distinct flat-plate475

hydrofoil sections constitute the full blade, the effect of this stall angle transition is depicted476

in the power coefficient curve. At low TSR, the angle of attack at distinct elements within477

the blade is considerably high, inducing flow separation due to boundary layer detachment478

along the downstream surface, resulting in a region of the blade to experience stall. With479

an increase in TSR, the angle of attack decreases to the stall threshold, where the highest480

lift coefficient value is attained. Within this flow range, the boundary layer sticks to, and481

flows along, the section surface, resulting in the region to come out of stall. At this flow482

condition, optimal hydrodynamic parameters are induced, which characterises the criteria483

for peak power, occurring at optimal TSR. When this threshold is surpassed, a reduction484

in power is instigated in correlation to a steep linear decline in the lift parameter response485

of the flat-plate hydrofoil. The stall threshold is proportional to the chord-based Reynolds486

number, and hence, due to the shift in angle-of-attack, the optimal TSR correspondingly487

shifts to a higher TSR value at higher Reynolds numbers. Simulating more domain flow488
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Figure 8: Evaluation of the mean ducted turbine power coefficient (CP ) in relation to TSR

parameters would enable the identification of the definite TSR at which the blade is within489

the peak lift region, hence the point at which the degree of blade area within the stall region490

reaches tipping point. The physical value of this output, however, may be limited due to491

the sensitive nature of the rotating blade boundary layer, together with external influences492

from the turbulent and multi-directional nature of the tidal environment.493

In accordance to the hydrodynamic performance characteristics, albeit a maximum power494

coefficient of 0.346 was attained, it may also be acknowledged that, due to the device area495

(Advc) being considered, hence rotor & duct, the power coefficient will increase once the496

power per rotor area (Artr), rather than system area, is acknowledged. In this respect, the497

rotor radius is 80% that of the system, hence increasing the maximum power coefficient by498

a magnitude of 1.5625 to a nominal peak value of 0.541. Due to the fact, however, that the499

power attained by the rotor is also disseminated from the fluid in contact with the duct, the500

entire system area is a more conservative approach to represent.501

In comparison to BEMT modelling elaborated in [3], an areal discrepancy was acknowl-502

edged over the TSR range, and achieved moderately comparable figures at nominal TSR,503

with a discrepancy in evaluation of the maximum CP , which ranges from 0.273 to 0.311, at504

the free-stream velocities considered. This discrepancy may be elucidated by the dissimilar-505

ities in the hydrodynamic modelling of the two numerical techniques. Notably, the BEMT506

method considers the turbine blade as an array of discrete hydrofoil sections, considerably507

reducing the computational expense, where the hydrodynamic parameters of the blades are508

attained by means of two-dimensional CFD analyses. This approach, however, neglects any509

span-wise flow interactions along the blade length, together with omitting complex flow sep-510
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Figure 9: Representation of the transient power coefficient output at U∞ = 4.0 m/s through turbine rotary
periods (Tω)

aration at the open-centre blade tips, which are considered to be significant fluid dynamic511

features. The latter phenomenon is accounted for in BEMT by implementing the Prandtl tip512

loss factor, yet is better captured when utilising blade-resolved CFD. Albeit the drawbacks513

of the BEMT methodology, significantly accurate outputs are attained in consideration of514

the inputs provided within the numerical model contrived and the computational duration515

required.516

Whilst presenting windmill findings in the technical memorandum, Betz [6] described517

a “medium-speed windmill” that attains maximum efficiency at a low TSR value within518

a short-spanning TSR curve. Potentially resembling the OpenHydro PS2 tidal turbine, a519

comparison was made between the reported findings and the CFD results, also illustrated520
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in Figure 8. With a peak windmill power coefficient of 0.313 at a nominal TSR of 1.50,521

good agreement was acknowledged in the parameter trend when compared to the ducted522

high-solidity turbine system.523

In continuation, to comprehend the physical representation of the power generated by524

the turbine, Figure 10 illustrates the variation in the power output with the velocity of the525

free-stream. In comparison to the theoretical representation of a power curve, the peak526

power coefficients at nominal TSR (TSR = 1.75) at varying velocities match well with527

a mean power coefficient of 0.34. Further to the power curve, the variation in the torque528

coefficient (CQ) induced on the turbine is illustrated in Figure 11. Similar areal discrepancies529

are attained in comparison to BEMT and the Betz curve, yet, albeit the differences, the key530

similarity between the comparisons is the trend at which the torque varies.531

In consideration of the substantial correspondence between the power & torque coeffi-532

cient performance curves displayed within the CFD results, BEMT outputs, and windmill533

(experimentation) findings, the applicability of full-scale analysis by means of the method-534

ology implemented was acknowledged. The total discrepancy, however, both in comparison535

to windmill findings and BEMT outputs, may be a result of the over-sensitivity of the536

implemented turbulence model physics. This, ultimately, may overestimate the pressure537

distribution on the wall-bounded conditions, and hence, mechanical power transition due to538
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Figure 11: Evaluation of the ducted turbine torque coefficient (CQ) in relation to TSR

the shear flow induced at the surfaces of the blades; further analyses utilising differing tur-539

bulence models may be required to ascertain this outcome. In definition of the parametric540

outcomes, the imperative of executing both CFD and BEMT methodologies when analysing541

turbine performance is exemplified. A denomination of the induced physical effects are more542

appropriately identified by means of a simplified model, and may be of assistance in under-543

standing the fluid dynamic outcomes of higher complexity analyses, such as that described544

within this work, due to the model capacity in capturing multiple coupled effects, such as545

lateral flow interactions down the blade length and temporal fluctuations in the rotor per-546

formance, as depicted in Figure 9, where the individual physical phenomena inducing the547

hydrodynamic behaviour are less obvious.548

5.2. Thrust Coefficient549

The implementation of a duct along the perimeter of a turbine subsequently increases550

the area onto which an external force may be induced, potentially bringing about an inten-551

sification in physical bluff-body conditions. In effect, the combined drag induced upon the552

system becomes of particular interest.553

Illustrated in Figure 12, the variation in thrust coefficient (CT ) with TSR and free-554

stream velocity is presented both in terms of the entire system, and in terms of the physical555

components: rotor and duct. As an entire system, a substantially high thrust coefficient is556

attained at low TSR, a mean value of 1.17, which decreases to a mean of 0.70 at high TSR.557

The gradient acts in a polynomial manner to nominal TSR, where the mean thrust coefficient558
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is precisely 1.00, after which the gradient acts linearly. Observed from the component curves,559

this considerable discrepancy in drag is largely consistent upon both the duct and the rotor,560

with a mean allocation of the global drag of approximately 32% and 68%, respectively. The561

rotor hence succumbs to roughly two-thirds of the global drag, whilst the duct succumbs to562

one-third; this allocation is somewhat relative to the areas of the duct and rotor, being 36%563

and 60% of the system area, respectively. In comparison to BEMT, which solely considers564

the drag on the rotor, a significant discrepancy is attained between the two methodologies,565

albeit exhibiting a moderately similar diminishing CT trend.566

In effort of establishing the source of the substantial drag on the rotor, the static pressure567

coefficient (CPr = Ps
1
2
ρU2

∞
) distributions within the domain at the vicinity of the rotor were568

qualitatively analysed. Principally, the induction of axial drag upon a structure is a straight-569

forward concept; pressure upstream and suction downstream of the structure induces this570

outcome. Illustrated in Figure 13, at low TSR, the static pressure upstream and the suction571

downstream of the rotor are substantial. Acknowledging the flow-rate through the duct, at572

low TSR, the flux is comparatively low, as illustrated in Figure 14. As a result, as the free-573

stream comes into constant contact with the structure, fluid accumulates at the inlet of the574

duct, upstream of the rotor, hence increasing the static pressure in this region. Furthermore,575

due to the high-solidity of the rotor, insufficient fluid is permitted to flow through the duct,576

hence creating a region of low pressure. The duct sustains this variation in pressure as the577

upstream duct section confines the flow in the vicinity of the rotor, disallowing its leakage,578

hence inducing a pressure build-up, whilst, directly downstream of the rotor, the duct dis-579

allows the free-stream from re-energising the wake, hence sustaining the low pressure zone.580

As TSR increases, the flow rate through the duct proportionally increases, hence decreasing581

the static pressure difference fore and aft of the rotor, subsequently reducing drag on both582

the rotor and the duct; BEMT does not incorporate this fluid dynamic induction within its583

methodology, hence expounding the discrepancy observed. The variation in mass flow-rate584

through the turbine, which attains a mean coefficient of 0.680 at low TSR, and increases to585

a mean of 0.715 and 0.805 at nominal and high TSR, respectively, inversely proportional to586

the resultant thrust, indicates the substantial influence in the total drag induced upon the587

entire structure. In consequence to the extensive capacity in mass-flow rate development,588

due to its high-solidity properties, as TSR is further increased, a negative pressure difference589

is eventually induced, resulting in the turbine to act as a propeller.590

In addition to the system drag principally comprising of the rotor drag, the force on the591

duct, apart from also being effected by the sustained pressure at the rotor, is dependent on592

the fluid-structure interaction at the profile of the duct structure. As the external fluid flow593

is in contact with the entire structure, a significant degree of static pressure builds up at the594

walls of the duct inlet. This consequently affects the incoming flow, as the far-flow in the595

direction of the system takes the path of least resistance, and hence bypasses the duct inlet,596

and flows along the duct outer surface without any interaction with the internal structure.597

Fluid in the vicinity of the inner duct ridges, however, impacts the internal structure, and598

interacts with the duct by flowing along the inner duct curvature, either against the free-599

stream, in an upstream direction away from the rotor, or with the free-stream, towards the600
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Figure 12: Evaluation of the ducted turbine thrust coefficient (CT ) in relation to TSR
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Figure 13: Illustrative top-view representation of the pressure coefficient (CPr) within the turbine domain
at low, nominal, and high TSR at mean-average output; U∞ = 4 m/s
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Figure 14: Evaluation of the ducted turbine mass-flow rate coefficient (Cṁ) in relation to TSR

rotor, illustrated in Figure 15a, both of which towards regions of lower pressure. Physically,601

along the perimeter of the duct, the point at which this occurs is the point of pressure602

stagnation, where static pressure is the highest, as velocity is nullified, and hence, induces603

significant drag; in this system, the stagnation point is induced, on average, at ∼0.94Rdct.604

5.3. Static Pressure on Duct Ridges605

The fluid upstream of the stagnation point induces a unique phenomenon, due to the flow606

being forced back up the duct, rather than through the turbine. Once the flow surpasses the607

duct ridges, it interacts with the free-stream; due to the distinct velocities of the two flows,608

this induces a resultant, deflected flow misaligned to the free-stream, and hence, misaligned609

to the surface of the duct, resembling flow spillage. Similar to flow around a geometrical610

bend, substantial flow separation is induced, resulting in a region of re-circulating fluid,611

known as a separation bubble, within which rotational flow and turbulent mixing occur upon612

the duct surface, creating a low pressure zone. This concept is illustrated in Figure 15b,613

where the static pressure along the inner upstream duct surface is pressurised due to the614

inlet flux. Flux escapes upstream of the stagnation point, and results in a consistent measure615

of negative static pressure induced along the entire length of the outer duct, at all TSRs,616

implementing a degree of suction, induced by the re-circulating zone.617

This phenomenon occurs at all TSRs modelled, yet the physical size of the re-circulation618

zone is seen to vary in an inversely proportional manner to the TSR of the rotor. As a result619

of the substantial static pressure within the duct at low TSRs, due to the lower mass-flow rate620
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through the rotor, the flux of the fluid diverted upstream of the rotor is higher than that at621

higher TSRs. For this reason, the velocity resultant at the interaction with the free-stream is622

at a more obtuse angle to the surface of the duct than that at higher TSRs, creating a larger623

vortex zone. In addition, along the surface of the outer duct, the skin friction coefficient is624

minute, hence depicting that the re-circulation zone is incapable of completely reattaching.625

In consequence, the re-circulation zone is physically unstable, ensuing in the shedding of626

the vortices generated within. Therefore, the external flow interacting with the duct will627

instigate vorticial rotational motion via the region of re-circulating fluid along the length of628

the duct, which is then shed at the duct outlet.629

5.4. Vortex Shedding630

Aft of the rotor, within the duct, the downstream turbine wake does not expand con-631

comitant to the variation in the duct outlet geometrical profile, yet expands at an angle632

more acute than the gradient of the inner duct contour. This signifies that the flow refrains633

from attachment when flowing towards the outlet rim, hence providing evidence of boundary634

layer separation, decreasing the duct efficiency. In addition, slight flow separation is induced635

within the fluid region between the wake and the duct due to the free shear layer at the636

boundaries of the rotor wake, as illustrated in Figure 16. The distinct vortices, formed by637

the re-circulating fluid region along the circumference of the duct, and shed at the duct out-638

let as ring vortices, as illustrated in Figure 13, are transported within the turbine wake from639

this location. At low TSRs, the wake demonstrates a highly disorganised flow structure with640

turbulent intermixing, as illustrated in Figure 17. The large volume of the re-circulating641

zone induces substantial rotational motion within the created vortices, resulting in vortex642

shedding at comparatively high rotational kinetic energy; the high-energy vortices commin-643

gle with the low-energy wake, creating a chaotic wake. With an increase in TSR to nominal644

TSR, a consistent ring vortex stream is identified in the wake. The vortex effect diminishes645

with an increase in TSR, due to the reduction of the re-circulating fluid zone and, hence,646

rotational kinetic energy. As the wake contains a higher degree of energy, this results in a647

more streamline wake at high TSRs; flow irregularity is nonetheless present in the wake, yet648

is comparatively minute, and is solely transported within until dissipation.649

Correspondent to the vortex shedding, an analysis regarding the vortex effect on the650

axial drag force developed was considered by superimposing a sinusoidal function upon the651

global drag of the system in an effort to attain the frequency of the fluctuation. As a result,652

the vortex shedding frequency was found to be linearly proportional to the free-stream653

velocity, and, hence, Reynolds number (ReL), as illustrated in Figure 18, in agreement with654

Strouhal’s law; the shedding frequency is, therefore, solely dependent on the free-stream655

velocity of the domain. The quantity of the vortices shed per rotor rotation, however, act656

in an opposite manner, being independent of the free-stream velocity, yet dependent on the657

TSR. Within that attribute, a mean of 2.15 and 0.83 vortices per rotation are shed at low658

TSR and high TSR, respectively. In attaining a Strouhal number (St) for the system, the659

duct length (Ldct) was utilised as the Strouhal characteristic length (LSt), hence resulting660

in a constant mean global Strouhal number of 0.558 for the ducted turbine system. For this661

reason, vortex shedding may have a significant influence on the system, where the potential662
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(a) Axial velocity coefficient (ū∗z) illustration of stagnation point on inner curved duct surface, and
re-circulation zone on outer straight duct surface; TSR = 1.75
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(b) Pressure coefficient (CPr) values at the inner curved and outer straight duct sections upstream
of the rotor (−0.5 ⩽ z
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Figure 15: Representation of the dynamics at the inner curved and outer straight geometry of the duct inlet;
U∞ = 4 m/s

presence of fatigue-inducing structural phenomena, such as vortex-induced vibrations (VIVs)663
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Figure 16: Axial velocity coefficient (ū∗
z) illustration of the free shear layer at the duct outlet; U∞ =

4 m/s, TSR = 1.75

0.5 Tω 0.5 Tω 0.5 Tω
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(a) TSR = 1.00 (b) TSR = 1.75 (c) TSR = 2.50

Figure 17: Illustrative top-view representation of the axial velocity coefficient (ū∗
z) within the turbine domain

at low, nominal, and high TSR; U∞ = 4 m/s
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Figure 18: Evaluation of the vortex shedding frequency (fv) in relation to free-stream velocity (U∞) at
distinct TSRs

on its foundation, together with fluttering at the blades, become a consequential factor to664

the dynamics of the system.665

5.5. Blade Analysis666

Further to analysing the static pressure on the duct, in effort of acknowledging the667

hydrodynamic impact on the blades, the static pressure on distinct sections along the radius668

of the rotor was considered. Figure 19 illustrates the variation in pressure coefficient at669

nominal TSR in five physical iterations on the blade, from near-tip (rrtr/Rrtr = 0.3633)670

to near-duct (rrtr/Rrtr = 0.9300), to quantitatively extract the static pressure distribution671

along the rotor radius.672

The distribution of static pressure along each section of the blades was found to be largely673

consistent with each other. With a pressurised side on the upstream surface of the blade, the674

stagnation point, at higher radii, is precisely at the leading edge of the blade, which shifts675

inwards along the pressurised surface at lower radii due to the variation in angle-of-attack.676

Attributable to the profile of the blade, a flat-plate with rounded edges, the acceleration of677

the flow around the leading edge induces a separation point at the downstream (suction)678

surface. Separation occurs at the point where the rounded edge joins the flat edges. This679

aspect is attributable to flat-plates with rounded edges; along the upstream (pressurised)680

surface, a pressure depression is induced, yet is sustained as a result of the external flow681

from the inlet of the duct.682
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(c) rrtr/Rrtr = 0.6466
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(d) rrtr/Rrtr = 0.5333
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(e) rrtr/Rrtr = 0.3633

Figure 19: Plots of pressure coefficient (CPr) along the blade chord ratio (xch/chrtr) at distinct rotor radius
ratios (rrtr/Rrtr) at U∞ = 4.0 m/s, TSR = 1.75

Suction is dominant throughout the surfaces of the blades, withal at the upstream pres-683

surised surface, where pressure decreases along the chord length, accentuating the inefficacy684

of the blade profile. A secondary pair of separation points are induced at the locations where685

the trailing rounded edge joins the flat plate, due to the sudden change in geometry, and686
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(a) TSR = 1.00

(b) TSR = 1.50

Figure 20: Pressure coefficient (CPr) contour representation along the suction edge of the blade at rotation
period 1

4 Tω (left), 2
4 Tω (mid-left), 3

4 Tω (mid-right), and 4
4 Tω (right) at U∞ = 1.00 m/s at low (top) and

nominal (bottom) TSR

hence, pressure. Precisely at the trailing edge, the suction is substantial enough to engulf687

the post-separation low-pressure flow towards the wall, increasing the static pressure at this688

location. This description is consistent at differing radii, yet the extremities decrease propor-689

tionally to the radius-position of the blade, primarily due to the comparatively diminished690

dynamics towards the central axis of the rotor.691

In addition to the quantitative measure of static pressure, in an effort to further con-692

template the flow dynamics at the blade surfaces, pressure contours along the downstream693

suction side, illustrated in Figures 20 and 21, were qualitatively attained at low and nominal694

TSRs at quarterly positions of rotational period (Tω) for low and mid free-streams. Regions695

of stall are elucidated at low rotational velocities, which recede with an increase in TSR;696

this accompanies well the analysis and speculations put forward as a result of the variation697

in angle of attack and resultant induced lift. By means of these contours, distinct aspects of698
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(a) TSR = 1.00

(b) TSR = 1.75

Figure 21: Pressure coefficient (CPr) contour representation along the suction edge of the blade at rotation
period 1

4 Tω (left), 2
4 Tω (mid-left), 3

4 Tω (mid-right), and 4
4 Tω (right) at U∞ = 4.00 m/s at low (top) and

nominal (bottom) TSR

the flow are established, specifically the spanwise flow acting along the blade, ascertaining699

the requirement of three-dimensionality when analysing rotating flows.700

5.6. Wake Velocity Profiles701

A potential aspect of the installation of ducts is the constrainment of the downstream702

wake; an advantage in the effort to limit wake interaction with subsequent rotors within703

a turbine farm. The axial velocity profiles of the wake of the rotor, from 0.5Drtr to 6Drtr704

downstream, are uniquely compound as a result of this installation. Illustrated in Figure 22,705

the dimensionless axial velocity (ū∗
z = ūz

U∞
) profiles at the distinct free-stream velocities706

considered are largely identical.707

Within the near-wake, at 0.5 Drtr, the maximum axial wake velocity is identified to be at708

the centre; a result of the open-centre of the turbine. This velocity surpasses the value of the709
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Figure 22: Dimensionless axial velocity (ū∗
z) profiles within the ducted turbine wake at different rotor

diameter displacements downstream – U∞ = 4 m/s, TSR = 1.75

free-stream magnitude, acknowledging a phenomenon typically established in flow through710

an orifice: an induction of flow acceleration. This acceleration comes about in consequence711

of the substantial static pressure retained within the duct immediately upstream of the712

rotor, forcing fluid out of the open-centre. This outcome sacrifices torque on the blades, as713

a degree of fluid at the wall flows in a radial direction towards the orifice at the blade tip,714

rather than in a tangential orientation along the blades. In continuation, the axial velocity715

diminishes along the radius of the turbine (y∗Rrtr
= y

Rrtr
) due to the presence of the blades716

and duct, where the point of minima axial velocity is situated at the ridge of the duct. The717

axial velocity then increases rapidly to a magnitude above the free-stream, an effect from the718

flow acceleration at the upstream ridge, within a displacement of 1.5 Rrtr (or 1.2 Rdct) from719

the central axis of the turbine, portraying the capacity of a duct in restricting the extent of720

the wake growth. The velocity then decreases gradually to the free-stream magnitude.721

As the wake flows further downstream, regions of higher kinetic energy dissipate to722

regions of lower kinetic energy, hence axial velocity decreases within the region in the vicinity723

of the orifice to supplement the regions in the vicinity of the duct. The velocity profiles724

become more rounded, signifying an efficient distribution of energy. Far wake, at 6 Drtr,725

the velocity profile has largely regained its energy and becomes more consistent along the726

turbine radius, albeit portraying its unique aspects, particularly at orifice and duct regions.727
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6. Conclusion728

This study put forward an investigation into the hydrodynamic performance concerning729

a ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine utilising blade-resolved computational fluid dynamics.730

The research strived to overcome the limitations of actuator disc and blade-element momen-731

tum theory methodologies by implementing a computational fluid dynamic analysis with732

blade-explicit actuality, coupled with general continuity at both the domain and turbine.733

This feature allows the aspect of modelling flow three-dimensionality at the turbine, to-734

gether with induced turbulence effects, in further effort of numerically replicating its true735

performance. Validated by means of a direct comparison to experimentation in numerically736

replicating the physics of rotating blades, the numerical outcomes of the main performance737

factors of the full-scale ducted turbine, portraying a peak power coefficient of 0.34 with a738

thrust coefficient of 1.00 at a nominal tip-speed ratio of 1.75, were ascertained to justify the739

applicability of the full-scale analysis and condone further fluid dynamic analysis, namely740

the hydrodynamic effects along the duct, mass-flow rate through the duct, vortex shedding741

within the domain, static pressure along the rotor blades, and velocity profiles within the742

rotor wake.743

In summary of the numerical analysis of a ducted high-solidity tidal turbine, it has744

been observed that, due to the incorporation of a duct with a high number of blades, and745

hence blade area, the phenomena induced by the fluid-structure interaction are substantial.746

In effect of the force equilibrium between the magnitude of the flow interaction at the747

upstream surfaces of the blades with that at the downstream blade surfaces, the resultant748

torque is substantial at low TSRs, yet decreases rapidly with an increase in TSR. This749

short-spanning range in TSR is, hence, a direct attribute of the high-solidity properties of750

the turbine, and is, therefore, the primal reason of its incapability to acquire high values of751

mechanical power, albeit the high torque attained. This outcome agrees well with Betz’s752

projections for “medium-speed windmills”.753

The drag on the rotor was found to decrease significantly with TSR, mainly due to754

the decreasing static pressure difference at higher rotational to free-stream velocity ratios,755

in consequence of higher mass-flow rates. The most significant phenomena, however, is756

induced as a result of the introduction of the duct. A stagnant pressure point is developed757

along the duct inlet, where fluid upstream of this point is forced out of the inlet to flow along758

the outer flat surface of the duct. Due to its interaction with the free-stream at the duct759

ridge, a region of low pressure is created, inducing a re-circulating fluid zone. In effect, along760

the length of the duct, the static pressure at the flat outer surface of the duct is significantly761

low, inducing suction. Ring vortices are generated as a result of the re-circulating zone, and762

are shed at the duct outlet. The vortices commingle with the rotor wake, prompting chaotic763

flow at low TSRs, which streamlines at higher TSRs.764

Having validated the numerical model for rotating bladed systems by means of a direct765

comparison to experimentation in literature on terms of three distinct parameters, notably766

power coefficient, thrust coefficient, and velocity profiles in the near and far wake, together767

with comparison of the full-scale analysis to literature and a secondary numerical methodol-768

ogy, the concluded outcomes are assumed to hold. Albeit, the turbulence model utilised in769
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this work has been documented to be oversensitive, and hence, may overestimate physical770

parameters generated at the wall.771

Notwithstanding, this work provides a plausible analysis in evidence to the notion that772

ducted turbines generate higher power per rotor unit area. This is due to the flow being773

converged towards the rotor when impacting the inner duct. In elaboration of these claims,774

the power generated by a ducted rotor would be approximately equal to the power generated775

by an unducted rotor (Prtrdctd ≈ Prtrundctd
), given that the radius of the duct is equal to the776

radius of the unducted rotor (Rdct = Rrtrundctd
), where the true cut-off area is the region777

of stagnant pressure on the duct inlet geometry, which is dependent on the cross-sectional778

formation. Under this prospect, the power per unit rotor area of a ducted rotor would be779

higher in comparison to the power per unit rotor area of an unducted turbine as the area of780

the ducted rotor is significantly lesser than that of the unducted rotor (Artrdctd ≪ Artrundctd
).781

Albeit the potential increase in power per rotor unit area, the thrust coefficient, in addition782

to the complementary phenomena, induced as a result of the implementation of the duct, was783

found to be physically substantial, and hence, considerably negates any related advantageous784

aspects of the installation.785

In essence, as a result of the induced hydrodynamic Venturi effect, it may be speculated786

that if the areal annulus in which the duct coincides is lower in both capital and operation787

cost than the blades present in an identical areal annulus of an unducted turbine, then788

potentially-sustainable advantages in relation to an implementation of a duct may be present.789

Albeit this indication, this study solely considers a single geometrical design of a duct within790

a constant flow in open-water conditions, which brings about a degree of assumptions in791

comparison to real-world implementations, namely absences of variations in flow direction,792

differences in inlet turbulence intensities and turbulent length scales, and external inlet shear793

flow, potentially inducing a distinction between the lift force induced at regions along the794

duct, developing a resultant lift force, requiring further analysis on its foundational supports.795
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Abstract13

This study puts forward an investigation into the hydrodynamic performance concerning14

a ducted high-solidity tidal turbine utilising blade-resolved computational fluid dynamics.15

The model achieves similarity values of over 0.96 with experimentation data regarding a16

three-bladed horizontal-axis tidal turbine in validation of three distinct parameters: power17

& torque coefficient, thrust coefficient, and wake velocity profiles. Accordingly, the model18

was employed for the analysis of a ducted, high-solidity turbine in axially-aligned flows19

at distinct free-stream velocities. The resultant hydrodynamic performance characteristics20

portrayed a peak power coefficient of 0.34, with a thrust coefficient of 1.00, at a nominal tip-21

speed ratio of 1.75. Coefficient trend agreement was attained between the numerical model22

and experimentation data established in literature and blade-element momentum theory;23

the model furthers the analysis by elaborating the temporal hydrodynamic features induced24

by the fluid-structure interaction in specification to the wake formation velocity profiles,25

pressure distribution along the blades and duct, volumetric flow rate, and vortex shedding26

effects to establish the characteristic flow physics of the tidal turbine.27

Keywords: turbine performance, high solidity, open centre, tidal turbine, ducted turbine,28

RSM29

1. Introduction30

Efforts to increase the efficiency of energy-generating turbines have been in constant31

development following their implementation in the global market. At the forefront of the32
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pertinent research is the effort of increasing the mass flow through the turbine, along with the33

constrainment and alignment of the wake flow, to facilitate further turbine installations [1].34

As a result of the research and development attained, two conventional classifications of35

installations have been implemented around a turbine rotor: unidirectional ducts and bidi-36

rectional ducts. Both systems have been considered to enhance the performance of a turbine37

by increasing the flow velocity along the structure as a result of the induced physical phe-38

nomena. Albeit the potential improvements, the performance capabilities of a rotor within39

a bidirectional duct are inadequately understood.40

The physics governing the flow within a vacant duct, in contrast, are widely understood.41

In accordance to Bernoulli’s principle, the energy state of an ideal fluid is a relationship42

between its kinetic and potential energy, hence a function of its pressure, density, and ve-43

locity, through a spatial discrepancy [2]. In consideration of a bidirectional duct with a44

constricted section, hence a decrease in internal cross-sectional area, a Venturi effect phe-45

nomenon is induced through the system. Through this effect, in concordance to the principle46

of mass continuity, the axial velocity of an incompressible fluid increases along the constric-47

tion, along with a decrease in static pressure. In this confine, the application is numerically48

simplistic if a finite section of a duct system is considered, as the parameters are largely49

consistent. Nonetheless, an open-ended duct succumb to variable parameters of an external50

fluid domain, together with the implementation of a rotor, which, as a structure, will vary51

the pressure and velocity gradients through the duct, will induce high degrees of complex-52

ity. The potential increase in flow velocity through the turbine, however, as a result of the53

Venturi effect, is of particular interest. For this reason, the aim of this research is to analyse54

the hydrodynamic performance of a ducted high-solidity tidal turbine, particularly within55

the presence of duct-rotor influence.56

Albeit a handful of recent research ventures have tackled the fluid dynamics of the57

implementation of a duct feature in a turbine system, they have had numerical forms of58

methodological limitations, such as analytically capturing mass and momentum continuity59

through the duct [3], or discretising the blade structure into elements [4, 5], rather than60

portraying its true physicality. This research strives to overcome the related limitations by61

implementing a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis with blade-explicit actuality,62

coupled with general continuity at both the domain and turbine. This feature allows the as-63

pect of modelling flow three-dimensionality at the turbine, together with induced turbulence64

effects, in further effort of numerically replicating its true performance. Validated by means65

of a direct comparison to experimentation in numerically replicating the physics of rotating66

blades, the numerical outcomes of the main performance factors of the full-scale ducted tur-67

bine, in terms of power, torque, and thrust coefficients, were compared to literature [6] and68

blade-element momentum theory [4] to ascertain the applicability of the full-scale analysis,69

and justify further fluid dynamic analysis, namely the hydrodynamic effects along the duct,70

mass-flow rate through the duct, vortex shedding within the domain, static pressure along71

the rotor blades, and velocity profiles within the rotor wake. This written work is composed72

of six sections in discourse of: (i) an introduction to the concept of ducted turbines, with an73

overview of its state-of-the-art, (ii) the methodologies utilised for its numerical analysis, (iii)74

a characterisation of turbine theory and the modelling schemes utilised, (iv) a confirmation75
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of the numerical model validation, (v) a discussion of the results attained, together with (vi)76

a general conclusion of the analysis.77

1.1. Commercial Application78

A number of commercial endeavours have attempted to adopt ducted turbine technology79

in achieving economical prospects, yet a substantial quantity of the investments have ensued80

in insolvency and cessation [7]. Amongst the ventures, OpenHydro Ltd. had, disputably,81

attained quasi-sustainable implementation with an open-centre ducted design approach in82

which an aperture is employed at the centre of the turbine in replacement of a turbine nose83

cone hub [8, 9]. Due to this approach, the setup not only utilises the duct as a flow modifier,84

but also as a unit in which the power generating system may be housed.85

Tidal stream turbine (TST) technology has been in its primal, developmental phase for86

the past decade with substantial potential, yet has not taken off as rapidly as had been87

predicted. This outcome has been argued to be largely due to engineering challenges in de-88

signing for extreme operating conditions, in combination with political and environmental89

factors, which has limited the rate of industry maturity [1]. Amongst the earliest ground-90

breaking tidal projects, the MCT SeaGen, a 1.2 MW twin-rotor device, was installed within91

the Strangford Loch, Northern Ireland in 2008, and, subsequent to generating 10 GWh of92

electrical supply, decommissioned in 2016 [10]. Yet, with very few corresponding projects93

attaining a similar degree of impact in the renewable energy field, corporate interest has94

largely diminished within the tidal industry. Albeit the drawbacks observed, European,95

North American, and Asian nations and unions have persisted their investment in the de-96

ployment of full-scale tidal turbine arrays, with a wide range of the European investment97

being installed within territorial waters of France and the United Kingdom.98

A profusion of turbine designs have undergone hydrodynamic investigations for tidal ap-99

plications, yet two configurations have been largely integrated within the industry, both of100

which having attained throughput to commercialisation deployment scales. Characteristic to101

the aerodynamic equivalent, three-bladed horizontal axis tidal turbine (HATT) designs have102

been commissioned in large-scale installations. Having successfully installed four HATTs in103

its primal stages, Phase 1A, the MeyGen project is amongst the more notable commercial104

efforts in HATT energy generation. Future prospects include Phases 1B and 1C, poten-105

tially introducing an additional 6 MW (four turbines) and 73.5 MW (forty–nine turbines)106

respectively to the grid, together with Phases 2 and 3 currently within planning stages.107

In continuation, the ducted turbine configuration has enticed interest due to the potential108

increase in power extraction as a result of the enhancement of mass flow through the rotor,109

in addition to benefits as: alignment of axial velocity in yawed flows, providing housing110

for direct-drive rim generators, and elimination of subsidiary mechanical systems and com-111

ponents, such as gearboxes. DCNS/OpenHydro Ltd. had successfully installed a 2 MW112

turbine in the Bay of Fundy, Canada, portrayed in Figure 1a, together with a pair of 500113

kW rated capacity turbines, illustrated in Figure 1b, as a demonstration array in Paimpol-114

Bréhat, Northern France, in collaboration with EDF France. Yet, despite the milestones,115

the imminent economic instability of the development of ducted turbines may potentially116

falter the perception of this technology.117
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(a) 2 MW-rated turbine for the Cape Sharp project [11]

(b) 500 kW-rated turbine at the Paimpol Bréhal site in Northern France [12]

Figure 1: The OpenHydro PS2 Ducted Turbine

1.2. State of the Art118

Investigative analyses regarding the efficacy of ducted turbines have been mainly di-119

rected by numerical methodologies. Primarily instigated by wind turbine analyses, Phillips120

et al. [13, 14] developed a diffuser-type (or unidirectional) duct for the now-inactive Vortec121

Energy. Having undertaken both experimentation and CFD analyses for the turbine, good122

agreement was attained for velocity increases and pressure through the duct, yet power123

outcomes were found to be overestimated in modelling results, largely due to the implemen-124

tation of the an actuator disc model together with the incapacity of the Standard k − ε125

turbulence model in capturing certain separation effects. The effect of the disc loading was126

studied, which acknowledged that a large degree of intermittent flow separation occurred at127
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the trailing third of the outer duct region in both experimentation and modelling. At high128

disc loading, where the outlet flow acts at a high velocity, however, it was noted that the129

separated region on the diffuser had been reduced.130

Visser [15] analysed a ducted wind turbine design in test fields implementing a bound-131

ary layer control slot for pressure distribution within its diffuser section, whereas Hansen132

et al. [16] numerically established a CFD model of a diffuser by implementing an actuator133

disc in representation of a wind turbine. Werle and Presz [17] presented a theoretical basis,134

with numerical validation, of the potential improvements available from ducted flow con-135

figurations. Grassmann et al. [18, 19] analysed a diffuser consisting of two aerofoil sections136

utilising a similar segregated control slot by means of both experimentation and numerical137

simulation; Ohya et al. [20] tested a flanged diffuser to establish an optimal duct shape.138

Shifting to their implementation in tidal turbine applications, Munch et al. [21] mod-139

elled a three-dimensional CFD simulation of a ducted turbine by means of a moving mesh140

methodology with blade actuality, albeit in a unidirectional aerofoil-shaped diffuser setting.141

In an effort of optimising both rotor and duct geometry, a nominal rotor power coefficient of142

0.55 was attained for the four-bladed system. Gaden and Bibeau [22] investigated differing143

diffuser geometrical parameters by utilising an actuator disc representation region to extract144

axial momentum. Shives and Crawford [23] analysed a ducted CFD actuator disc model by145

varying the angle of attack of the unidirectional duct profile. In comparing two turbulence146

methodologies, RANS and LES, in low-wave conditions, Ahmed et al. [24] acknowledged147

the inaptness of resolving the wake turbulence by means of RANS turbulence modelling.148

Holst et al. [25] conducted a numerical study to analyse the wave-induced loads on tidal tur-149

bine blades at distinct angles of attack. This was then compared to BEM analyses, which150

depicted similar parameter outcomes.151

In correspondence to the natural properties of tides, tidal turbine ducts have been indus-152

trially considered within a bidirectional setup. Setoguchi et al. [26] conducted an experimen-153

tational study utilising vacant ducts to investigate the most efficient shape for a two-way154

diffuser in a fluid-flow energy conversion system. Fleming and Willden [27] investigated the155

difference in velocity through the throat of a bidirectional duct in accordance to distinctive156

duct profiles, where the implemented turbine was represented as an actuator disc utilising157

CFD. In continuation, Allsop et al. [3, 4] developed a numerical blade-element momentum158

theory (BEMT) model to analyse flow through a duct in interaction with a high-solidity159

embedded rotor. Discretising the blade structure into elements, rather than portraying its160

entirety, the methodology analyses the turbine hydrodynamic performance by coupling the161

performance of the individual element sections, where the forces acting on the elements are162

then analysed utilising actuator disc/momentum theory coupled with the Bernoulli princi-163

ple, to replicate the Venturi effect, with empirical corrections for duct interaction. Belloni164

et al. [5, 28, 29] investigated the effects of different bidirectional duct setups utilising a165

coupled BEM-CFD method to improve the capturing of mass and momentum continuity166

through the duct, avoiding the analytical limitations of the Bernoulli principle, together167

with representing turbulence effects.168

The numerical analysis elaborated in this present study is a continuation of Borg et169

al. [30], which develops a real-scale CFD model to assess the hydrodynamic performance170
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of a high-solidity open-centre tidal turbine within a bidirectional duct. This investigation171

evaluates the hydrodynamic effects of the duct on the turbine, where the individual turbine172

blades, rather than an area-averaged disc, are established, hence inferring the outcomes in173

quasi-real-ocean conditions. The hydrofoil geometry was provided by EDF R&D to replicate174

the outcomes of a turbine similar to the design of the OpenHydro PS2 device. In addition,175

the 7-equation Wilcox Reynolds Stress ’Stress-Omega’ Model (Stress-ω) turbulence model176

was coupled to close the Navier-Stokes equation and analyse the anisotropic flow domain [31].177

2. Numerical Methodology178

In description of the procedure with which the hydrodynamic analysis was tackled, the179

turbine setup and flow parameters of the analysis are elaborated within the framework of180

the computational fluid dynamic solver numerical setup.181

2.1. Turbine Setup182

In an effort to attain a validated CFD model for tidal turbine applications, simulations183

were established to numerically replicate experimentation undertaken by Mycek et al. [32].184

Identical blade, nacelle, and mast geometry were utilised within the model domain, illus-185

trated in Figure 2, onto which a tetrahedral mesh was imprinted. The general dimensions186

of the turbine include a diameter D of 0.7 m, a nacelle length of 2.5 m, and a mast length187

of 1 m; supplementary descriptions may be attained within the literature. A distinction is188

present, however, between the physical aspects of the experimentation and the numerical189

model. In the prior, the nacelle mast protrudes through the free-surface to connect to the190

above support, whereas, in the latter, only the submerged length of the mast is considered,191

with a hemisphere at the tip to avoid tip-induced vortices. Hence, a physical assumption192

is present within which the drag forces on the mast are solely considered to be due to the193

current, rather than any additional wave & wind factors. Albeit, due to the fact that waves194

were not induced in the experimentation, and that the setup was in a closed environment,195

the assumption that free-surface and topside effects were insignificant when considering the196

induced physics of the turbine was held. The parameters of the turbine and fluid flow were197

also instated from the literature, with a constant free-stream velocity of 0.8 m/s, a tip-198

speed ratio (TSR) range of 1.00 - 8.26, an inlet turbulent length scale of 1 m, and an inlet199

turbulence intensity of 3%.200

In continuation, upon validation, the model settings were implemented for the analysis201

of a ducted eight-bladed tidal turbine, similar to the design of the OpenHydro PS2 device.202

The general dimensions of the turbine were provided by EDF R&D, which describe a rotor203

diameter of 12 m, a duct diameter of 15 m, and a duct length of 10 m, as illustrated204

in Figure 3; supplementary descriptions are available in Table 1. The hydrofoil sections205

comprising the blades consisted of a flat-plate design with rounded edges. The geometry206

is quasi-identical to Allsop et al. [3], being slightly adapted to attain a more homogeneous207

blade surface, as described in Table 2. The turbine geometry was implemented within208

the model domain, onto which a tetrahedral mesh was imprinted. In resemblance to the209

validation procedure, the physical model, was designed to consist of identical domain layout210
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and boundary conditions as the three-bladed HATT numerical model. The parameters of211

the turbine and fluid flow were instated from real-world data, recommended by EDF R&D,212

as reported in Neill et al. [33] and Bahaj and Myers [34], with maximum acquired spring213

tide velocities of 4.0 m/s, and surface velocities of 5.0 m/s, respectively. For this reason,214

the free-stream velocity range initiated varied between 1 m/s - 7 m/s, in iterations of 1.5215

m/s, with an inlet turbulence intensity of 3% and an inlet turbulent length scale of 1 m, to216

acquire a definitive performance spectrum of the turbine. Within this free-stream velocity217

variation, a turbine TSR range of 1.00 - 2.50 was considered as the nominal region, both218

due to high-solidity predictions specified by Betz [6], and analysis by Allsop et al. [4].219

2.2. Numerical Setup220

Inferred as fully submerged systems within a constant fluid flow, the models were founded221

under the premise that no far-stream effects are in interaction with the turbines, hence unaf-222

fected by the implications of the free-stream and the seabed; this was purposely implemented223

to acknowledge the performance of the turbines under ideal, consistent temporal conditions.224

Implementing the use of the commercial solver ANSYS Fluent 16.1, the CFD physical225

models were designed to consist of a cuboidal external domain layout, imposed with relevant226

boundary conditions. The CFD solver was utilised in computing time-averaged represen-227

tations of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations, which govern the three-dimensional,228

Figure 2: Rendered three-dimensional CAD representation of the horizontal-axis tidal turbine [32] utilised
for the validation of the CFD model
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(a) Rendered three-dimensional CAD representation
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Figure 3: Geometrical model of the ducted high-solidity tidal turbine utilised for the CFD analyses

unsteady, incompressible fluid flow, along with a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)229

turbulence model utilised in mathematical closure to represent flow property fluctuation.230

For both turbine models, the domain surrounding the turbine rotor was segregated from the231

global domain in an effort to induce a moving-mesh model with rotation at the turbine rotor232

relative to a stationary outer domain, with interfaces between the two domains. No-slip wall233

conditions were instigated on the rotor, mast and nacelle, and duct structures, whereas slip234
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Description Validation Turbine [32] Ducted Turbine
Blade Profile NACA 63418 Round-Edged Flat Plate

Rotor Radius (Rrtr) 0.35 m 6.00 m
Hub Radius (Rhub) 0.046 m 1.75 m
Duct Radius (Rdct) N/A 7.50 m
Hub Length (Lhub) 0.72 m N/A
Duct Length (Ldct) N/A 10.00 m

Linear Velocity (U∞) 0.8 m/s 1 - 7 m/s
Tip-Speed Ratio (TSR) 1.00 - 8.26 1.00 - 2.50

Rotor Solidity (Srtr) 0.132 0.614
Rotational Orientation counter-clockwise clockwise

Reynolds Number (Re∞) 0.279 · 106 [5.97 - 41.80] · 106

Reynolds Number (ReL) 0.573 · 106 [9.95 - 69.67] · 106

Reynolds Number (Rech) [0.049 - 0.245] · 106 [3.15 - 37.49] · 106

Table 1: Summary of Turbine Model Descriptions

conditions were instigated on the boundaries of the domain.235

In a similar layout employed by Mason-Jones et al. [14], the dimensions of the computa-236

tional domain were contrived to attain a numerical blockage ratio (αbl) of less than 2% to the237

turbine to ascertain the absence of far-field effects, replicating real-ocean conditions. This238

corresponded to a cross-sectional domain dimension of 7D along the edges of the quadratic239

face, with the rotor cylindrical domain positioned in the centre of the vertical plane. In con-240

sideration of the wake analysis, a domain length of 9D was instituted, where the inlet and241

outlet planes were situated at a distance 3D upstream and 6D downstream of the turbine,242

respectively, as illustrated in Figure 4a. The time-step considered was designated in relation243

to the tip-speed ratio of the rotor, where each transient iteration is temporally equivalent244

to one-half of a degree of a turbine revolution, therefore attained by:245

∆tstep =
1

2
× 2π

360× Ωsys

(1)

where ∆tstep is the time-step and Ωsys is the rotational velocity of the system. Having246

undertaken a time-step independence analysis, this was found to suffice both in sustaining247

stability in the model, and in achieving a sufficient Courant number at regions of interest248

throughout the domain.249

Turbulence was modelled by means of the Reynolds-Stress Model (RSM) ’Stress-Omega’250

turbulence model. This model was opted for three distinctive reasons: i) as a variable, the251

specific dissipation rate (ω) is superior to the dissipation rate (ε) in establishing the turbulent252

length scale as a result of its capacity in modelling all degrees of production, redistribution,253

and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy within the flow, ii) mathematically, ω does not254

require the implementation of near-wall treatment equations to model the boundary layer255

at non-slip surfaces, as the function is able to be integrated to the wall, displaying greater256
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rrtr/Rrtr crtr/Rrtr Pitch (◦) trtr/crtr (%)

0.2917 0.0500 32.00 6.67
0.3067 0.1208 31.66 4.14
0.3350 0.1908 30.98 5.24
0.3633 0.2383 30.30 6.29
0.3917 0.2750 29.62 6.67
0.4200 0.3025 28.94 7.16
0.4483 0.3233 28.26 7.22
0.4767 0.3383 27.58 6.90
0.5050 0.3500 26.90 7.14
0.5333 0.3583 26.22 6.98
0.5617 0.3667 25.54 6.82
0.5900 0.3750 24.86 7.11
0.6183 0.3833 24.18 6.96
0.6467 0.3917 23.50 6.81
0.6750 0.4000 22.82 7.08
0.7033 0.4083 22.14 6.94
0.7317 0.4167 21.46 7.20
0.7600 0.4250 20.78 7.06
0.7883 0.4333 20.10 6.92
0.8167 0.4417 19.42 7.17
0.8450 0.4500 18.74 7.04
0.8733 0.4583 18.06 6.91
0.9017 0.4667 17.38 7.14
0.9300 0.4750 16.70 7.02
0.9583 0.4833 16.02 6.90
0.9867 0.4917 15.34 7.12
1.0000 0.5000 15.00 7.00

Table 2: Detailed ducted turbine blade profile descriptions

accuracy within the log-linear range of the law-of-the-wall y-plus (y+) spectrum, and iii) as257

a result of its non-implementation of the Boussinesq approximation, the model analyses all258

Reynolds stresses in three-dimensional space, prompting superiority in analysing anisotropic259

flows, such as flows over curved surfaces, flows in rotating fluids, and flows in ducts with260

secondary (rotational) motion [31]. Albeit the advantages of the Stress-ω turbulence model,261

specifically in wall-bounded flows, a significant drawback it presents is the potential over-262

sensitivity in shear flow at high Reynolds numbers, similar to the Standard k-ω turbulence263

model, hence potentially portraying unphysically higher outcomes under exaggerated physics264

within the fluid-structure interaction phenomena.265

In accompaniment to the Stress-ω model, the SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling scheme266

setting, the Green-Gauss Node Based gradient, Pressure Staggering Option pressure, Sec-267
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Figure 4: Geometrical model of the ducted high-solidity tidal turbine utilised for the CFD analyses
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ond Order Upwind momentum, Second Order Upwind specific dissipation rate, and Second268

Order Upwind Reynolds stresses spatial discretisation settings, and the Bounded Second269

Order Implicit transient formulation setting were utilised as the solution methodologies. It270

should be stated that the dissipation rate was altered to Second Order from First Order set-271

tings once the resultant parameter outputs were steady in time, as initially running with the272

more accurate setting would result in the simulation to fail within the first few time-steps.273

Furthermore, the pressure setting was also altered from Second Order to Pressure Stag-274

gering Option once the resultant parameter outputs were steady in time; the prior setting275

greatly underestimates the parameters. In addition, for the successful use of the Stress-ω276

turbulence model with these settings, a quality mesh is required. Through empirical means,277

it was acknowledged that a mesh with skewness higher than 0.79 resulted in the failure278

of the simulation, highlighting the limited robustness of the turbulence model; other mesh279

qualimetrics had no such an effect.280

A mesh independence procedure was primarily carried out on the three-bladed HATT by281

considering the parameter with the highest degree of dynamics; the highest TSR condition.282

Subsequent to the procedure, the final average surface mesh count utilised was marginally283

above 87,000 cell faces per blade, with dense volumetric cells around the turbine and within284

the wake, to achieve a total mesh count of 13.5 million for the three-bladed HATT, over 8285

million of which within the turbine rotating region. An identical procedure was undertaken286

for the ducted turbine, attaining an average surface mesh of slightly above 94,000 cell faces287

per blade, illustrated in Figure 4b, with more than 18.5 million volumetric cells within the288

entire domain, over 10 million of which within the turbine rotating region. The mesh was289

implemented with a prism layer at non-slip surfaces with an appropriate cell height to achieve290

a y-plus value of 60 ⩽ y+ ⩽ 500 across the blades and duct. This range was considered due291

to the high Reynolds number (> 106) of the system, hence modelling the viscous sublayer292

was abdicated to reduce computation time.293

The CFD computations were performed using the ARCHIE-WeSt cluster facility at the294

University of Strathclyde by running two Intel Xeon Gold 6138 2.00 GHz computational295

nodes, with 40 cores and 192 GB of RAM per node per simulation. A ducted turbine296

simulation was completed within roughly 75 wall-clock hours, equivalent to 3,000 core-hours,297

hence resulting in an average of 5 wall-clock hours per turbine rotation.298

3. Numerical Model Characterisation299

The characterisation of the numerical model, where the formulae utilised in relation to300

the physical aspects of the tidal turbine, and in analysis of the fluid continuum, are specified.301

3.1. Physical Modelling302

In consideration of the analysis of a physical turbine, notable definitions concerning303

the resultant performance outcomes, in terms of the boundary conditions employed, are304

identified. Utilised to attain quasi-real-ocean conditions, the blockage ratio (αbl) is defined305

as a correlation between the device reference area (Advc) and the domain sectional area306
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(Admn):307

αbl =
Advc

Admn

=
πR2

dvc

L2
dmn

(2)

where Rdvc is the device radius, and Ldmn is the length of the quadratic cross-sectional area308

of the computational domain.309

The tip-speed ratio (TSR) is established as an equivalence between the linear blade-tip310

velocity and the free-stream velocity:311

TSR =
|Ωsys|Rrtr

U∞
=

|Ωx|Rrtr

U∞
(3)

where Ωsys is the system rotational speed, hence Ωx being the axial angular velocity, and312

Rrtr is the rotor radius. A distinction must be made between the device radius and the rotor313

radius when modelling ducted turbines. In the case of a ducted turbine, Rdvc ̸= Rrtr, but314

Rdvc = Rdct, contrary to a non-ducted turbine, where Rdvc = Rrtr.315

The rotor solidity (Srtr) of a turbine is applied to establish a ratio between the projected316

area of the static rotor in the axial direction (Abld−z) and the total area of the rotor rotation317

(Artr):318

Srtr =
Abld−z

Artr

=
Abld−z

πR2
rtr

(4)

The radius-based Reynolds number (Re∞) is utilised to acquire a dimensionless repre-319

sentation of the fluid-structure interaction by considering the fluid inertial and viscous forces320

as a bluff body:321

Re∞ =
ρU∞Rdvc

µ
(5)

where ρ is the fluid density, U∞ is the free-stream velocity, and µ is the fluid dynamic322

viscosity.323

The length-based Reynolds number (ReL) is utilised to acquire a dimensionless represen-324

tation of the fluid-structure interaction by considering the fluid inertial and viscous forces325

along the length of the structure:326

ReL =
ρU∞Ldvc

µ
(6)

where Ldvc is the device length, and hence is equal either to the hub length (Lhub) for the327

HATT, or the duct length (Ldct) for the ducted turbine.328

In continuation, the chord-based Reynolds number (Rech) is utilised to acquire a dimen-329

sionless representation of the fluid-structure interaction in terms of the resultant velocity at330

75% of the radius of the rotating device blades:331

Rech =
ρc75%

√
(U∞)2 + (ΩxR75%)2

µ
(7)

where c75% is the chord length at 75% of the blade radius (R75%).332
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To determine the turbine capacity in converting the fluid free-stream energy into ro-333

tational energy, the power coefficient (CP ) is established. This considers the mechanical334

rotational power attained by the device (Pdvc) as a ratio of the maximum rotational power335

potentially acquired in the device area (P∞):336

CP =
Pdvc

P∞
=

MxΩx

1
2
ρAdvcU3

∞
=

MxΩx

1
2
ρπR2

dvcU
3
∞

(8)

where Mx is the axial moment, also referred to as the rotor torque.337

In relation to the power generated, the torque coefficient (CQ) evaluates the mechanical338

torque attained by the device (Qdvc) as a ratio of the maximum torque potentially acquired339

in the device area (Q∞):340

CQ =
Qdvc

Q∞
=

Mx

1
2
ρAdvcRrtrU2

∞
=

Mx

1
2
ρπR2

dvcRrtrU2
∞

(9)

In relation to the power generated, the mass flow-rate coefficient (Cṁ) evaluates the mass341

flow-rate through the rotor (ṁrtr) as a ratio of the maximum mass flow-rate which may be342

potentially attained within the duct:343

Cṁ =
ṁrtr

ρArtrU∞
=

ṁrtr

ρπR2
rtrU∞

(10)

In continuation, the resultant thrust on the device induced in a direction parallel to344

the turbine axis contributes to the fluid-structure phenomenon. The thrust coefficient (CT )345

quantifies this as a function of the device thrust (Tdvc) and the maximum thrust potentially346

induced upon the device area (T∞):347

CT =
Tdvc

T∞
=

Fx

1
2
ρAdvcU2

∞
=

Fx

1
2
ρπR2

dvcU
2
∞

(11)

where Fx is the stream-wise axial force on the device.348

In analysing the transient sinusoidal fluctuations in the performance outcomes, Strouhal’s349

law was utilised in evaluating its relationship with the Reynolds number of the domain:350

St =
fvLSt

U∞
(12)

where St is the Strouhal number, fv is the vortex-shedding frequency, and LSt is the Strouhal351

characteristic length.352

3.2. CFD Modelling353

Various degrees of flow complexities are induced as a result of the high Reynolds number354

ranges that large-scale tidal turbines physically approach. These ranges of turbulence are355

wholly elaborated by random fluctuations of the flow properties. Mean derivatives of the356

continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are utilised to model these flow properties, expressed357

as a vectorial summation of their mean and fluctuating terms, which, in turn, are equated358

by turbulence models to achieve mathematical closure.359
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3.2.1. Conservation Modelling360

Within three-dimensional Cartesian space, the conservation of mass is represented, in361

indicial notation, as:362

∂ρ̄

∂t
+

∂

∂xi

(ρ̄ũi) +
∂

∂xj

(ρ̄ũj) +
∂

∂xk

(ρ̄ũk) = 0 (13)

where ρ̄ is the Reynolds-averaged density, xi is the Cartesian coordinate, t is the elapsed363

time, and ũi is the mass-averaged velocity [35, 36].364

Assuming the fluid is incompressible, single-phase, and isotropic, due to the physicality of365

the hydrodynamic domain, within a Reynolds-averaged, tensor notation, the mass continuity366

equation takes the form of:367

∂Ui

∂xi

= 0 (14)

where Ui is the Reynolds-averaged velocity.368

In continuation, the conservation of momentum within three-dimensional, tensor nota-369

tion is represented as:370

∂(ρ̄ũi)

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(ρ̄ũiũj − σ̄ij) = 0 (15)

where σ̄ij is the total stress tensor. The above equation, in Reynolds-averaged format, then371

becomes:372

ρ
∂Ui

∂t
+ ρ

∂

∂xj

(UiUj + u′
ju

′
i)−

∂

∂xj

(σij) = 0 (16)

where Ui is the Reynolds-averaged velocity, u′
i is the fluctuating velocity component, and373

σij is the Reynolds-averaged total stress tensor, which, for incompressible flows, under the374

absence of volume dilation (or elastic stress), is specified as the tensor summation of the375

static pressure and viscous stress tensor:376

σij = −δijPs + µ(
∂Ui

∂xj

+
∂Uj

∂xi

) (17)

where δij is the Kronecker delta (or unit tensor), Ps is the static pressure, and µ is the377

dynamic viscosity. The momentum equation, therefore, may be presented as:378

ρ
∂Ui

∂t
+ ρUj

∂Ui

∂xj

= −∂Ps

∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

(µ(
∂Ui

∂xj

+
∂Uj

∂xi

)− ρu′
ju

′
i) (18)

where −ρu′
ju

′
i = ρτij, and is known as the Reynolds-stress tensor, with τij = −u′

ju
′
i being379

the specific Reynolds-stress tensor.380
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3.2.2. Turbulence Modelling381

In introducing mathematical capacities to model the specific Reynolds-stress tensor,382

and hence, model turbulence within the computational domain, measures are implemented383

to regard parametric effects of flow history transience, together with the development of384

convection, production, and body-force terms, in response to physical disparities in strain385

rate, and the resultant diffusion, redistribution, and dissipation [31].386

In an effort to introduce the aspects of turbulence, the Wilcox Stress-ω turbulence model387

was utilised in this CFD model, in which the specific Reynolds-stress tensor (τij), in tensor388

notation, is established by:389

ρ
∂τij
∂t

+ ρUk
∂τij
∂xk

=
∂

∂xk

[(µ+
µT

σk

)
∂τij
∂xk

]− ρPij − ρΠij +

2

3
β∗ρωkδij − 2ρωk(τjmϵikm + τimϵjkm)

(19)

where ρ is the Reynolds-averaged density, Pij is the Reynolds stress production tensor, t390

is the elapsed time, xi is the Cartesian coordinate, k is the kinetic energy of turbulent391

fluctuations per unit mass (or turbulence kinetic energy), ω is the specific dissipation rate,392

Πij is the pressure-strain correlation tensor, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and µT is the eddy393

viscosity, ωk is the rotation vector, and ϵijk is the Levi-Civita pseudotensor; β∗ and σk are394

closure coefficients.395

The specific dissipation rate (ω) is defined by:396

ρ
∂ω

∂t
+ ρUj

∂ω

∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

[(µ+
µT

σk

)
∂ω

∂xj

] + α
ρω

k
τij

∂Ui

∂xj

− βofβρω
2 (20)

where fβ is utilised to implement the mean rotation tensor (Ωij); α and βo are closure397

coefficients.398

The pressure-strain correlation tensor (Πij) is defined by:399

Πij = β∗C1ω(τij +
2

3
kδij)− α̂(Pij −

1

3
Pkkδij)− β̂(Dij −

1

3
Pkkδij)− γ̂k(Sij −

1

3
Skkδij) (21)

where Sij is the mean strain-rate tensor and Dij is the rotation production tensor; C1, α̂, β̂,400

and γ̂ are closure coefficients.401

Specificities with regards to tensor definitions, and closure coefficients and derivatives402

may be further established in the referenced literature [31, 35].403

4. Performance Validation of a Horizontal-Axis Tidal Turbine404

In validation of the CFD model, the numerical outcomes of a three-bladed HATT within405

a TSR range of 1.00 - 8.26 in open-water conditions, in relevance to the power coefficient,406

torque coefficient, thrust coefficient, and wake velocity profiles from near- to far-wake, were407

ascertained in comparison to Mycek et al. [32] utilising the coefficient of determination (R2)408

statistical methodology.409
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Figure 5: Comparative evaluation of the current horizontal-axis tidal turbine CFD model with experimen-
tation [32], and high-speed windmills [6]
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Figure 6: Comparative evaluation of the current horizontal-axis tidal turbine CFD model with experimen-
tation [32] for thrust coefficient (CT ) in relation to TSR

4.1. Power Coefficient410

Primarily, the power coefficient (CP ) curve established by numerical means, illustrated in411

Figure 5a, attained an R2 of 0.955 as a degree of similarity with experimentation pertaining412

to the data points within the entire curve, and a 0.965 degree of similarity within the nominal413

TSR range (TSR 3.08 - 5.66). As the limits of the error bars in the graphs represent one414

standard deviation (σ), all CFD data points analysed fell within 2σCP
of the experimentation415

points, hence within the 95th-percentile confidence range, except for low TSR values of416

1.00 and 2.05. Furthermore, the torque coefficient (CQ) curve established by numerical417

means, illustrated in Figure 5b, attained an R2 of 0.889 as a degree of similarity with418

experimentation pertaining to the data points within the entire curve, and a 0.965 degree of419

similarity within the nominal TSR range (TSR 3.08 - 5.66). All CFD data points analysed420

fell within 2σCQ
of the experimentation points, hence within the 95th-percentile confidence421

range, except for low TSR values of 1.00 and 2.05. Specifying the affiliated physics between422

the validation systems and large-scale systems, the numerical and experimentation data sets423

are compared to high-speed windmills presented in the Betz [6] technical memorandum,424

indicating good comparison specifically within the trends of the performance curves.425

4.2. Thrust Coefficient426

In continuation, the thrust coefficient (CT ) curve established by numerical means, in427

consideration of the rotor, nacelle, and mast, illustrated in Figure 6, attained an R2 of428
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Figure 7: Comparative evaluation of the current horizontal-axis tidal turbine CFD model with experimen-
tation [32] for the wake velocity profiles at distinct downstream displacements (x∗

Drtr
) at TSR 3.67

0.946 as a degree of similarity with experimentation pertaining to the data points within429

the entire curve, and a 0.841 degree of similarity within the nominal TSR range (TSR 3.08430

- 5.66). All CFD data points analysed fell within 2σCT
of the experimentation points, hence431

within the 95th-percentile confidence range, except for the low TSR value of 1.00. The432

comparatively substantial discrepancy between the numerical and experimentation thrust433

coefficient may have come about due to the inaccuracy of the mast geometry implemented434

within the model. No data regarding the position and dimensions of the mast were noted435

in the literature, and hence, creating the complete geometry was executed with calculated436

estimations; in addition, fairings were utilised during the experimentation, whereas a bare437

mast was created in the numerical model, hence skewing the resultant data comparison.438

4.3. Wake Velocity Profiles439

Further to the performance evaluation, the wake velocity profiles established by numerical440

means, illustrated in Figure 7, attained an R2 of 0.982 and 0.863 as a degree of similarity with441

experimentation pertaining to the data points within the entire curve, at near-wake and far-442

wake respectively. All the CFD data points analysed fell within 2σCT
of the experimentation443

points, hence within the 95th-percentile confidence range. The comparatively substantial444

discrepancy between the numerical and experimentation at the far-wake may be a result of445

the underestimation of the dissipation rate within the fluid, due to the implementation of446

the turbulence model, hence overestimating the resultant kinetic energy within the wake.447
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5. Performance of the Ducted High-Solidity Tidal Turbine448

As a high degree of similarity between the dynamic rotor properties was attained through449

the validation process, it was ascertained that the modelling approach and turbulence model450

implemented were of appropriate physical representation for a rotating bladed system; in451

recognition, the numerical schemes were adopted for the analysis of the ducted tidal tur-452

bine. By this means, in relation to studies that have endeavoured in modelling ducted453

tidal turbines [4, 5, 28], this present study produces a more coherent representation of the454

configuration, both due to the accurate geometrical representation, and in the numerical455

modelling of general conservation and turbulence, hence better analysing the hydrodynamic456

occurrence of the fluid-structure interaction.457

5.1. Power Coefficient458

Upon implementation of the validated modelling techniques for the ducted turbine model,459

unique physical performance outcomes were displayed in representation of its high-solidity460

characteristics. Notably, the power coefficient TSR curve is relatively short spanning, with a461

TSR range of 1.00 - 2.50 to achieve a CP decrease of 0.05 from the nominal TSR. Within this462

region, a maximum power coefficient range between 0.335 and 0.346, at free-stream velocities463

of 1 m/s and 7 m/s respectively, was achieved, as illustrated in Figure 8. Throughout464

the free-stream velocity variation, the power coefficient decrease is largely consistent post-465

nominal TSR. The nominal TSR point, however, differs at distinctive velocities. At low466

free-stream velocities (U∞ = 1 m/s), the nominal TSR lies at 1.50, whereas at higher467

velocities (U∞ = 2.5− 7 m/s), the nominal TSR was found to shift to 1.75. This variation468

in nominal TSR was found to be in consequence of the angle-of-attack (αAoA) attained by469

the differing hydrofoils composing the blade.470

As part of the work detailed in the thesis, Allsop [3] investigated the effect of the variation471

of chord-based Reynolds number on the hydrodynamic performance coefficients of the flat-472

plate hydrofoil sections comprising the high-solidity blade utilising CFD. By considering473

a Reynolds number range of 1 · 106 to 1 · 107, a transition in the hydrofoil stall angle was474

depicted, increasing from an angle of 11o to that of 14o, respectively. As the distinct flat-plate475

hydrofoil sections constitute the full blade, the effect of this stall angle transition is depicted476

in the power coefficient curve. At low TSR, the angle of attack at distinct elements within477

the blade is considerably high, inducing flow separation due to boundary layer detachment478

along the downstream surface, resulting in a region of the blade to experience stall. With479

an increase in TSR, the angle of attack decreases to the stall threshold, where the highest480

lift coefficient value is attained. Within this flow range, the boundary layer sticks to, and481

flows along, the section surface, resulting in the region to come out of stall. At this flow482

condition, optimal hydrodynamic parameters are induced, which characterises the criteria483

for peak power, occurring at optimal TSR. When this threshold is surpassed, a reduction484

in power is instigated in correlation to a steep linear decline in the lift parameter response485

of the flat-plate hydrofoil. The stall threshold is proportional to the chord-based Reynolds486

number, and hence, due to the shift in angle-of-attack, the optimal TSR correspondingly487

shifts to a higher TSR value at higher Reynolds numbers. Simulating more domain flow488
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Figure 8: Evaluation of the mean ducted turbine power coefficient (CP ) in relation to TSR

parameters would enable the identification of the definite TSR at which the blade is within489

the peak lift region, hence the point at which the degree of blade area within the stall region490

reaches tipping point. The physical value of this output, however, may be limited due to491

the sensitive nature of the rotating blade boundary layer, together with external influences492

from the turbulent and multi-directional nature of the tidal environment.493

In accordance to the hydrodynamic performance characteristics, albeit a maximum power494

coefficient of 0.346 was attained, it may also be acknowledged that, due to the device area495

(Advc) being considered, hence rotor & duct, the power coefficient will increase once the496

power per rotor area (Artr), rather than system area, is acknowledged. In this respect, the497

rotor radius is 80% that of the system, hence increasing the maximum power coefficient by498

a magnitude of 1.5625 to a nominal peak value of 0.541. Due to the fact, however, that the499

power attained by the rotor is also disseminated from the fluid in contact with the duct, the500

entire system area is a more conservative approach to represent.501

In comparison to BEMT modelling elaborated in [3], an areal discrepancy was acknowl-502

edged over the TSR range, and achieved moderately comparable figures at nominal TSR,503

with a discrepancy in evaluation of the maximum CP , which ranges from 0.273 to 0.311, at504

the free-stream velocities considered. This discrepancy may be elucidated by the dissimilar-505

ities in the hydrodynamic modelling of the two numerical techniques. Notably, the BEMT506

method considers the turbine blade as an array of discrete hydrofoil sections, considerably507

reducing the computational expense, where the hydrodynamic parameters of the blades are508

attained by means of two-dimensional CFD analyses. This approach, however, neglects any509

span-wise flow interactions along the blade length, together with omitting complex flow sep-510
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Figure 9: Representation of the transient power coefficient output at U∞ = 4.0 m/s through turbine rotary
periods (Tω)

aration at the open-centre blade tips, which are considered to be significant fluid dynamic511

features. The latter phenomenon is accounted for in BEMT by implementing the Prandtl tip512

loss factor, yet is better captured when utilising blade-resolved CFD. Albeit the drawbacks513

of the BEMT methodology, significantly accurate outputs are attained in consideration of514

the inputs provided within the numerical model contrived and the computational duration515

required.516

Whilst presenting windmill findings in the technical memorandum, Betz [6] described517

a “medium-speed windmill” that attains maximum efficiency at a low TSR value within518

a short-spanning TSR curve. Potentially resembling the OpenHydro PS2 tidal turbine, a519

comparison was made between the reported findings and the CFD results, also illustrated520
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in Figure 8. With a peak windmill power coefficient of 0.313 at a nominal TSR of 1.50,521

good agreement was acknowledged in the parameter trend when compared to the ducted522

high-solidity turbine system.523

In continuation, to comprehend the physical representation of the power generated by524

the turbine, Figure 10 illustrates the variation in the power output with the velocity of the525

free-stream. In comparison to the theoretical representation of a power curve, the peak526

power coefficients at nominal TSR (TSR = 1.75) at varying velocities match well with527

a mean power coefficient of 0.34. Further to the power curve, the variation in the torque528

coefficient (CQ) induced on the turbine is illustrated in Figure 11. Similar areal discrepancies529

are attained in comparison to BEMT and the Betz curve, yet, albeit the differences, the key530

similarity between the comparisons is the trend at which the torque varies.531

In consideration of the substantial correspondence between the power & torque coeffi-532

cient performance curves displayed within the CFD results, BEMT outputs, and windmill533

(experimentation) findings, the applicability of full-scale analysis by means of the method-534

ology implemented was acknowledged. The total discrepancy, however, both in comparison535

to windmill findings and BEMT outputs, may be a result of the over-sensitivity of the536

implemented turbulence model physics. This, ultimately, may overestimate the pressure537

distribution on the wall-bounded conditions, and hence, mechanical power transition due to538
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Figure 11: Evaluation of the ducted turbine torque coefficient (CQ) in relation to TSR

the shear flow induced at the surfaces of the blades; further analyses utilising differing tur-539

bulence models may be required to ascertain this outcome. In definition of the parametric540

outcomes, the imperative of executing both CFD and BEMT methodologies when analysing541

turbine performance is exemplified. A denomination of the induced physical effects are more542

appropriately identified by means of a simplified model, and may be of assistance in under-543

standing the fluid dynamic outcomes of higher complexity analyses, such as that described544

within this work, due to the model capacity in capturing multiple coupled effects, such as545

lateral flow interactions down the blade length and temporal fluctuations in the rotor per-546

formance, as depicted in Figure 9, where the individual physical phenomena inducing the547

hydrodynamic behaviour are less obvious.548

5.2. Thrust Coefficient549

The implementation of a duct along the perimeter of a turbine subsequently increases550

the area onto which an external force may be induced, potentially bringing about an inten-551

sification in physical bluff-body conditions. In effect, the combined drag induced upon the552

system becomes of particular interest.553

Illustrated in Figure 12, the variation in thrust coefficient (CT ) with TSR and free-554

stream velocity is presented both in terms of the entire system, and in terms of the physical555

components: rotor and duct. As an entire system, a substantially high thrust coefficient is556

attained at low TSR, a mean value of 1.17, which decreases to a mean of 0.70 at high TSR.557

The gradient acts in a polynomial manner to nominal TSR, where the mean thrust coefficient558
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is precisely 1.00, after which the gradient acts linearly. Observed from the component curves,559

this considerable discrepancy in drag is largely consistent upon both the duct and the rotor,560

with a mean allocation of the global drag of approximately 32% and 68%, respectively. The561

rotor hence succumbs to roughly two-thirds of the global drag, whilst the duct succumbs to562

one-third; this allocation is somewhat relative to the areas of the duct and rotor, being 36%563

and 60% of the system area, respectively. In comparison to BEMT, which solely considers564

the drag on the rotor, a significant discrepancy is attained between the two methodologies,565

albeit exhibiting a moderately similar diminishing CT trend.566

In effort of establishing the source of the substantial drag on the rotor, the static pressure567

coefficient (CPr = Ps
1
2
ρU2

∞
) distributions within the domain at the vicinity of the rotor were568

qualitatively analysed. Principally, the induction of axial drag upon a structure is a straight-569

forward concept; pressure upstream and suction downstream of the structure induces this570

outcome. Illustrated in Figure 13, at low TSR, the static pressure upstream and the suction571

downstream of the rotor are substantial. Acknowledging the flow-rate through the duct, at572

low TSR, the flux is comparatively low, as illustrated in Figure 14. As a result, as the free-573

stream comes into constant contact with the structure, fluid accumulates at the inlet of the574

duct, upstream of the rotor, hence increasing the static pressure in this region. Furthermore,575

due to the high-solidity of the rotor, insufficient fluid is permitted to flow through the duct,576

hence creating a region of low pressure. The duct sustains this variation in pressure as the577

upstream duct section confines the flow in the vicinity of the rotor, disallowing its leakage,578

hence inducing a pressure build-up, whilst, directly downstream of the rotor, the duct dis-579

allows the free-stream from re-energising the wake, hence sustaining the low pressure zone.580

As TSR increases, the flow rate through the duct proportionally increases, hence decreasing581

the static pressure difference fore and aft of the rotor, subsequently reducing drag on both582

the rotor and the duct; BEMT does not incorporate this fluid dynamic induction within its583

methodology, hence expounding the discrepancy observed. The variation in mass flow-rate584

through the turbine, which attains a mean coefficient of 0.680 at low TSR, and increases to585

a mean of 0.715 and 0.805 at nominal and high TSR, respectively, inversely proportional to586

the resultant thrust, indicates the substantial influence in the total drag induced upon the587

entire structure. In consequence to the extensive capacity in mass-flow rate development,588

due to its high-solidity properties, as TSR is further increased, a negative pressure difference589

is eventually induced, resulting in the turbine to act as a propeller.590

In addition to the system drag principally comprising of the rotor drag, the force on the591

duct, apart from also being effected by the sustained pressure at the rotor, is dependent on592

the fluid-structure interaction at the profile of the duct structure. As the external fluid flow593

is in contact with the entire structure, a significant degree of static pressure builds up at the594

walls of the duct inlet. This consequently affects the incoming flow, as the far-flow in the595

direction of the system takes the path of least resistance, and hence bypasses the duct inlet,596

and flows along the duct outer surface without any interaction with the internal structure.597

Fluid in the vicinity of the inner duct ridges, however, impacts the internal structure, and598

interacts with the duct by flowing along the inner duct curvature, either against the free-599

stream, in an upstream direction away from the rotor, or with the free-stream, towards the600
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Figure 12: Evaluation of the ducted turbine thrust coefficient (CT ) in relation to TSR
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Figure 13: Illustrative top-view representation of the pressure coefficient (CPr) within the turbine domain
at low, nominal, and high TSR at mean-average output; U∞ = 4 m/s
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Figure 14: Evaluation of the ducted turbine mass-flow rate coefficient (Cṁ) in relation to TSR

rotor, illustrated in Figure 15a, both of which towards regions of lower pressure. Physically,601

along the perimeter of the duct, the point at which this occurs is the point of pressure602

stagnation, where static pressure is the highest, as velocity is nullified, and hence, induces603

significant drag; in this system, the stagnation point is induced, on average, at ∼0.94Rdct.604

5.3. Static Pressure on Duct Ridges605

The fluid upstream of the stagnation point induces a unique phenomenon, due to the flow606

being forced back up the duct, rather than through the turbine. Once the flow surpasses the607

duct ridges, it interacts with the free-stream; due to the distinct velocities of the two flows,608

this induces a resultant, deflected flow misaligned to the free-stream, and hence, misaligned609

to the surface of the duct, resembling flow spillage. Similar to flow around a geometrical610

bend, substantial flow separation is induced, resulting in a region of re-circulating fluid,611

known as a separation bubble, within which rotational flow and turbulent mixing occur upon612

the duct surface, creating a low pressure zone. This concept is illustrated in Figure 15b,613

where the static pressure along the inner upstream duct surface is pressurised due to the614

inlet flux. Flux escapes upstream of the stagnation point, and results in a consistent measure615

of negative static pressure induced along the entire length of the outer duct, at all TSRs,616

implementing a degree of suction, induced by the re-circulating zone.617

This phenomenon occurs at all TSRs modelled, yet the physical size of the re-circulation618

zone is seen to vary in an inversely proportional manner to the TSR of the rotor. As a result619

of the substantial static pressure within the duct at low TSRs, due to the lower mass-flow rate620
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through the rotor, the flux of the fluid diverted upstream of the rotor is higher than that at621

higher TSRs. For this reason, the velocity resultant at the interaction with the free-stream is622

at a more obtuse angle to the surface of the duct than that at higher TSRs, creating a larger623

vortex zone. In addition, along the surface of the outer duct, the skin friction coefficient is624

minute, hence depicting that the re-circulation zone is incapable of completely reattaching.625

In consequence, the re-circulation zone is physically unstable, ensuing in the shedding of626

the vortices generated within. Therefore, the external flow interacting with the duct will627

instigate vorticial rotational motion via the region of re-circulating fluid along the length of628

the duct, which is then shed at the duct outlet.629

5.4. Vortex Shedding630

Aft of the rotor, within the duct, the downstream turbine wake does not expand con-631

comitant to the variation in the duct outlet geometrical profile, yet expands at an angle632

more acute than the gradient of the inner duct contour. This signifies that the flow refrains633

from attachment when flowing towards the outlet rim, hence providing evidence of boundary634

layer separation, decreasing the duct efficiency. In addition, slight flow separation is induced635

within the fluid region between the wake and the duct due to the free shear layer at the636

boundaries of the rotor wake, as illustrated in Figure 16. The distinct vortices, formed by637

the re-circulating fluid region along the circumference of the duct, and shed at the duct out-638

let as ring vortices, as illustrated in Figure 13, are transported within the turbine wake from639

this location. At low TSRs, the wake demonstrates a highly disorganised flow structure with640

turbulent intermixing, as illustrated in Figure 17. The large volume of the re-circulating641

zone induces substantial rotational motion within the created vortices, resulting in vortex642

shedding at comparatively high rotational kinetic energy; the high-energy vortices commin-643

gle with the low-energy wake, creating a chaotic wake. With an increase in TSR to nominal644

TSR, a consistent ring vortex stream is identified in the wake. The vortex effect diminishes645

with an increase in TSR, due to the reduction of the re-circulating fluid zone and, hence,646

rotational kinetic energy. As the wake contains a higher degree of energy, this results in a647

more streamline wake at high TSRs; flow irregularity is nonetheless present in the wake, yet648

is comparatively minute, and is solely transported within until dissipation.649

Correspondent to the vortex shedding, an analysis regarding the vortex effect on the650

axial drag force developed was considered by superimposing a sinusoidal function upon the651

global drag of the system in an effort to attain the frequency of the fluctuation. As a result,652

the vortex shedding frequency was found to be linearly proportional to the free-stream653

velocity, and, hence, Reynolds number (ReL), as illustrated in Figure 18, in agreement with654

Strouhal’s law; the shedding frequency is, therefore, solely dependent on the free-stream655

velocity of the domain. The quantity of the vortices shed per rotor rotation, however, act656

in an opposite manner, being independent of the free-stream velocity, yet dependent on the657

TSR. Within that attribute, a mean of 2.15 and 0.83 vortices per rotation are shed at low658

TSR and high TSR, respectively. In attaining a Strouhal number (St) for the system, the659

duct length (Ldct) was utilised as the Strouhal characteristic length (LSt), hence resulting660

in a constant mean global Strouhal number of 0.558 for the ducted turbine system. For this661

reason, vortex shedding may have a significant influence on the system, where the potential662
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(a) Axial velocity coefficient (ū∗z) illustration of stagnation point on inner curved duct surface, and
re-circulation zone on outer straight duct surface; TSR = 1.75
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(b) Pressure coefficient (CPr) values at the inner curved and outer straight duct sections upstream
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Figure 15: Representation of the dynamics at the inner curved and outer straight geometry of the duct inlet;
U∞ = 4 m/s

presence of fatigue-inducing structural phenomena, such as vortex-induced vibrations (VIVs)663
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Figure 16: Axial velocity coefficient (ū∗
z) illustration of the free shear layer at the duct outlet; U∞ =

4 m/s, TSR = 1.75

0.5 Tω 0.5 Tω 0.5 Tω
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(a) TSR = 1.00 (b) TSR = 1.75 (c) TSR = 2.50

Figure 17: Illustrative top-view representation of the axial velocity coefficient (ū∗
z) within the turbine domain

at low, nominal, and high TSR; U∞ = 4 m/s
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Figure 18: Evaluation of the vortex shedding frequency (fv) in relation to free-stream velocity (U∞) at
distinct TSRs

on its foundation, together with fluttering at the blades, become a consequential factor to664

the dynamics of the system.665

5.5. Blade Analysis666

Further to analysing the static pressure on the duct, in effort of acknowledging the667

hydrodynamic impact on the blades, the static pressure on distinct sections along the radius668

of the rotor was considered. Figure 19 illustrates the variation in pressure coefficient at669

nominal TSR in five physical iterations on the blade, from near-tip (rrtr/Rrtr = 0.3633)670

to near-duct (rrtr/Rrtr = 0.9300), to quantitatively extract the static pressure distribution671

along the rotor radius.672

The distribution of static pressure along each section of the blades was found to be largely673

consistent with each other. With a pressurised side on the upstream surface of the blade, the674

stagnation point, at higher radii, is precisely at the leading edge of the blade, which shifts675

inwards along the pressurised surface at lower radii due to the variation in angle-of-attack.676

Attributable to the profile of the blade, a flat-plate with rounded edges, the acceleration of677

the flow around the leading edge induces a separation point at the downstream (suction)678

surface. Separation occurs at the point where the rounded edge joins the flat edges. This679

aspect is attributable to flat-plates with rounded edges; along the upstream (pressurised)680

surface, a pressure depression is induced, yet is sustained as a result of the external flow681

from the inlet of the duct.682
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(c) rrtr/Rrtr = 0.6466
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(d) rrtr/Rrtr = 0.5333
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(e) rrtr/Rrtr = 0.3633

Figure 19: Plots of pressure coefficient (CPr) along the blade chord ratio (xch/chrtr) at distinct rotor radius
ratios (rrtr/Rrtr) at U∞ = 4.0 m/s, TSR = 1.75

Suction is dominant throughout the surfaces of the blades, withal at the upstream pres-683

surised surface, where pressure decreases along the chord length, accentuating the inefficacy684

of the blade profile. A secondary pair of separation points are induced at the locations where685

the trailing rounded edge joins the flat plate, due to the sudden change in geometry, and686
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(a) TSR = 1.00

(b) TSR = 1.50

Figure 20: Pressure coefficient (CPr) contour representation along the suction edge of the blade at rotation
period 1

4 Tω (left), 2
4 Tω (mid-left), 3

4 Tω (mid-right), and 4
4 Tω (right) at U∞ = 1.00 m/s at low (top) and

nominal (bottom) TSR

hence, pressure. Precisely at the trailing edge, the suction is substantial enough to engulf687

the post-separation low-pressure flow towards the wall, increasing the static pressure at this688

location. This description is consistent at differing radii, yet the extremities decrease propor-689

tionally to the radius-position of the blade, primarily due to the comparatively diminished690

dynamics towards the central axis of the rotor.691

In addition to the quantitative measure of static pressure, in an effort to further con-692

template the flow dynamics at the blade surfaces, pressure contours along the downstream693

suction side, illustrated in Figures 20 and 21, were qualitatively attained at low and nominal694

TSRs at quarterly positions of rotational period (Tω) for low and mid free-streams. Regions695

of stall are elucidated at low rotational velocities, which recede with an increase in TSR;696

this accompanies well the analysis and speculations put forward as a result of the variation697

in angle of attack and resultant induced lift. By means of these contours, distinct aspects of698
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(a) TSR = 1.00

(b) TSR = 1.75

Figure 21: Pressure coefficient (CPr) contour representation along the suction edge of the blade at rotation
period 1

4 Tω (left), 2
4 Tω (mid-left), 3

4 Tω (mid-right), and 4
4 Tω (right) at U∞ = 4.00 m/s at low (top) and

nominal (bottom) TSR

the flow are established, specifically the spanwise flow acting along the blade, ascertaining699

the requirement of three-dimensionality when analysing rotating flows.700

5.6. Wake Velocity Profiles701

A potential aspect of the installation of ducts is the constrainment of the downstream702

wake; an advantage in the effort to limit wake interaction with subsequent rotors within703

a turbine farm. The axial velocity profiles of the wake of the rotor, from 0.5Drtr to 6Drtr704

downstream, are uniquely compound as a result of this installation. Illustrated in Figure 22,705

the dimensionless axial velocity (ū∗
z = ūz

U∞
) profiles at the distinct free-stream velocities706

considered are largely identical.707

Within the near-wake, at 0.5 Drtr, the maximum axial wake velocity is identified to be at708

the centre; a result of the open-centre of the turbine. This velocity surpasses the value of the709
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Figure 22: Dimensionless axial velocity (ū∗
z) profiles within the ducted turbine wake at different rotor

diameter displacements downstream – U∞ = 4 m/s, TSR = 1.75

free-stream magnitude, acknowledging a phenomenon typically established in flow through710

an orifice: an induction of flow acceleration. This acceleration comes about in consequence711

of the substantial static pressure retained within the duct immediately upstream of the712

rotor, forcing fluid out of the open-centre. This outcome sacrifices torque on the blades, as713

a degree of fluid at the wall flows in a radial direction towards the orifice at the blade tip,714

rather than in a tangential orientation along the blades. In continuation, the axial velocity715

diminishes along the radius of the turbine (y∗Rrtr
= y

Rrtr
) due to the presence of the blades716

and duct, where the point of minima axial velocity is situated at the ridge of the duct. The717

axial velocity then increases rapidly to a magnitude above the free-stream, an effect from the718

flow acceleration at the upstream ridge, within a displacement of 1.5 Rrtr (or 1.2 Rdct) from719

the central axis of the turbine, portraying the capacity of a duct in restricting the extent of720

the wake growth. The velocity then decreases gradually to the free-stream magnitude.721

As the wake flows further downstream, regions of higher kinetic energy dissipate to722

regions of lower kinetic energy, hence axial velocity decreases within the region in the vicinity723

of the orifice to supplement the regions in the vicinity of the duct. The velocity profiles724

become more rounded, signifying an efficient distribution of energy. Far wake, at 6 Drtr,725

the velocity profile has largely regained its energy and becomes more consistent along the726

turbine radius, albeit portraying its unique aspects, particularly at orifice and duct regions.727
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6. Conclusion728

This study put forward an investigation into the hydrodynamic performance concerning729

a ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine utilising blade-resolved computational fluid dynamics.730

The research strived to overcome the limitations of actuator disc and blade-element momen-731

tum theory methodologies by implementing a computational fluid dynamic analysis with732

blade-explicit actuality, coupled with general continuity at both the domain and turbine.733

This feature allows the aspect of modelling flow three-dimensionality at the turbine, to-734

gether with induced turbulence effects, in further effort of numerically replicating its true735

performance. Validated by means of a direct comparison to experimentation in numerically736

replicating the physics of rotating blades, the numerical outcomes of the main performance737

factors of the full-scale ducted turbine, portraying a peak power coefficient of 0.34 with a738

thrust coefficient of 1.00 at a nominal tip-speed ratio of 1.75, were ascertained to justify the739

applicability of the full-scale analysis and condone further fluid dynamic analysis, namely740

the hydrodynamic effects along the duct, mass-flow rate through the duct, vortex shedding741

within the domain, static pressure along the rotor blades, and velocity profiles within the742

rotor wake.743

In summary of the numerical analysis of a ducted high-solidity tidal turbine, it has744

been observed that, due to the incorporation of a duct with a high number of blades, and745

hence blade area, the phenomena induced by the fluid-structure interaction are substantial.746

In effect of the force equilibrium between the magnitude of the flow interaction at the747

upstream surfaces of the blades with that at the downstream blade surfaces, the resultant748

torque is substantial at low TSRs, yet decreases rapidly with an increase in TSR. This749

short-spanning range in TSR is, hence, a direct attribute of the high-solidity properties of750

the turbine, and is, therefore, the primal reason of its incapability to acquire high values of751

mechanical power, albeit the high torque attained. This outcome agrees well with Betz’s752

projections for “medium-speed windmills”.753

The drag on the rotor was found to decrease significantly with TSR, mainly due to754

the decreasing static pressure difference at higher rotational to free-stream velocity ratios,755

in consequence of higher mass-flow rates. The most significant phenomena, however, is756

induced as a result of the introduction of the duct. A stagnant pressure point is developed757

along the duct inlet, where fluid upstream of this point is forced out of the inlet to flow along758

the outer flat surface of the duct. Due to its interaction with the free-stream at the duct759

ridge, a region of low pressure is created, inducing a re-circulating fluid zone. In effect, along760

the length of the duct, the static pressure at the flat outer surface of the duct is significantly761

low, inducing suction. Ring vortices are generated as a result of the re-circulating zone, and762

are shed at the duct outlet. The vortices commingle with the rotor wake, prompting chaotic763

flow at low TSRs, which streamlines at higher TSRs.764

Having validated the numerical model for rotating bladed systems by means of a direct765

comparison to experimentation in literature on terms of three distinct parameters, notably766

power coefficient, thrust coefficient, and velocity profiles in the near and far wake, together767

with comparison of the full-scale analysis to literature and a secondary numerical methodol-768

ogy, the concluded outcomes are assumed to hold. Albeit, the turbulence model utilised in769
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this work has been documented to be oversensitive, and hence, may overestimate physical770

parameters generated at the wall.771

Notwithstanding, this work provides a plausible analysis in evidence to the notion that772

ducted turbines generate higher power per rotor unit area. This is due to the flow being773

converged towards the rotor when impacting the inner duct. In elaboration of these claims,774

the power generated by a ducted rotor would be approximately equal to the power generated775

by an unducted rotor (Prtrdctd ≈ Prtrundctd
), given that the radius of the duct is equal to the776

radius of the unducted rotor (Rdct = Rrtrundctd
), where the true cut-off area is the region777

of stagnant pressure on the duct inlet geometry, which is dependent on the cross-sectional778

formation. Under this prospect, the power per unit rotor area of a ducted rotor would be779

higher in comparison to the power per unit rotor area of an unducted turbine as the area of780

the ducted rotor is significantly lesser than that of the unducted rotor (Artrdctd ≪ Artrundctd
).781

Albeit the potential increase in power per rotor unit area, the thrust coefficient, in addition782

to the complementary phenomena, induced as a result of the implementation of the duct, was783

found to be physically substantial, and hence, considerably negates any related advantageous784

aspects of the installation.785

In essence, as a result of the induced hydrodynamic Venturi effect, it may be speculated786

that if the areal annulus in which the duct coincides is lower in both capital and operation787

cost than the blades present in an identical areal annulus of an unducted turbine, then788

potentially-sustainable advantages in relation to an implementation of a duct may be present.789

Albeit this indication, this study solely considers a single geometrical design of a duct within790

a constant flow in open-water conditions, which brings about a degree of assumptions in791

comparison to real-world implementations, namely absences of variations in flow direction,792

differences in inlet turbulence intensities and turbulent length scales, and external inlet shear793

flow, potentially inducing a distinction between the lift force induced at regions along the794

duct, developing a resultant lift force, requiring further analysis on its foundational supports.795
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